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I. INTRODUCTION 

ANNOUNCING NEW REAL-TIME SOFTWARE FOR THE PDP-10 

For several years, PDP-10 computer systerrshave been highly successful 
in the monitoring and control of real-time· processes, serving science, 
physics, chemical, hybrid, and computer science laboratories, and 
many other important real-time industrial applications. The PDP-lO's 
multiprogramming hardware and software, multi-level hardware interrupt 
system, versatile addressing capabilities and many other features are 
ideally suited for real-time work. 

Now, with the Real-Time Monitor, the PDP-10 becomes even more effec
tive in real-time applications. With higher throughput and faster 
response time, more real-time processes can be monitored and/or con
trolled simultaneously. Each task or subtask - from the most critical 
real-time requirement through background timesharing or batch pro
cessing operations - is handled according to its response requirements. 

A PDP-10 is an integrated hardware and software system. 

The focal point of every system is the PDP-10 central processor with 
its 36-bit word length, floating point hardware, multi-level interrupt 
system, 16-general registers, dynamic memory protection and relocation 
hardware and 366-instructions including any size byte, half word, full 
word, and stack operations. 

Hardware organization is word parallel for reliability and speed. 

Memory organization is word parallel, multiple ports, with memory 
timing independent and asychronous among memories and between memory 
and CPU. 

PDP-10 systems offer a complete line of peripheral equipment including 
disk packs, drums, data terminals, communication equipment, CRT's, 
plotters, printers, computer-to-computer interfaces, tape and card 
equipment. 

The PDP-10 Real-Time Monitor is an extension of the PDP-10 multipro
gramming monitor and provides several levels of response while main
taining high throughput. A hallmark of the PDP-10 software system 
is its ease of use and the speed with which software may be written 
and debugged. 

Two levels of service are provided for time-critical real-time tasks. 
Super priority tasks may be driven directly by the hardware interrupt 
system while other time critical processes may be run under the control 
of a high priority, software scheduler. 
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Within the PDP-10 system a group of related sub-jobs may form a 
single "job" initiated by a single "user". Core management routines 
ensure that jobs are located in core in strategic areas so as to 
avoid interference with other jobs or programs. Typically, several 
real-time jobs (as well as background jobs") reside in core simul
taneously and run under control of the hardware interrupt system, 
high priority scheduler, and multiprogramming hardware. 

Interactive time-sharing and batch processing proceed under the 
supervision of a background scheduler employing a "fairness" or 
computation time weighted algorithm. 

The PDP-10 real-time software extends the capability of the system 
in several application areas requiring fast response. These appli
cations are given privileged status in their use of the system and 
its resources. Privileged status includes locking the job in core, 
that is, to never be considered for swapping or shuffling. Some 
examples of these jobs are: 

Real-time Devices - These devices require immediate access to 
the processor in response to an interrupt. 

Display Systems - The display must be refreshed from a display 
file in the user's core area in order to keep the display pic
ture flicker-free. 

Batch - Batch throughput is enhanced by locking the Batch 
control CUSP in core. 

Performance analysis - Jobs monitoring the activities of the 
system need to be locked in core so that when they are entered 
to gather data, they are aware of their state and therefore, 
can record activities of the monitor independent of the monitor. 

Standard PDP-10 system software includes FORTRAN IV, MACR0-10, DDT, 
TECO, BASIC, COBOL, ALGOL* and many other language processors and · 
programs. 

*ALGOL is under development 
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II. THE PDP-10 REAL-TIME MONITOR 

The Real-Time Monitor is a powerful multiprogramming executive 
which dynamically controls and supervises all ongoing operations 
of a PDP-10 system. The system provides an optimum environment 
for real-time, time-sharing, and batch operations. User programs 
may run in Executive (master), Privileged User, or User (slave) 
modes and may be scheduled to run by the interrupt system, a fore
ground scheduler, a time-sharing scheduler, or a batch processing 
supervisor. Core memory is dynamically allocated by the monitor. 
There is no need to set up fixed memory partitions as the PDP-10 
dual memory protection and relocation hardware provides a means 
whereby user programs may be loaded in any order and position in 
memory and programs may share re-entrant code. 

The monitor is sophisticated in its file system and in its storing 
and retrieval of disc files. Retrieval information is tree structured 
to minimize search time. Furthermore, retrieval information for a 
specifiable number of files is kept in core so that disc accesses 
can be kept to a minimum during search operations. When disc access 
is requested, the monitor optimizes disc latency thereby providing 
high throughput. For added reliability and security of stored files, 
retrieval information is always kept on the disc in two places. This 
ensures that even in the event of a software or hardware "crash" files 
will remain intact and the system can quickly be restored to service 
without costly and inconvenient delay. Disc I/O proceeds in parallel 
with computation so as to maximize CPU usage and provide a multipro
gramming environment. 

A PDP-10 system is undoubtedly one of the most convenient and easy to 
use in existence. A simple command language is used to control all 
operations. 

Perhaps one of the most exciting system qualities for the programmer · 
are the facilities provided to.speed program development. Using a 
terminal and the text editing and program debugging languages a PDP-10 
programmer can create and debug a program often in less time than the 
key punching time associated with other systems. 

MAJOR PDP-10 REAL-TIME MONITOR FEATURES 

Real-Time Jobs Activated by Hardware Interrupts* 

Super priority real-time tasks may be activated by the hardware pri
ority interrupt system. The PDP-10 monitor provides monitor calls 
through which the programmer may link one or more real-time jobs 

*See Appendix I for a complete discussion and specification of this 
class of service. 
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directly to the interrupt systemo There is no requirement that this 
linkage be set up at system generation timeo One monitor call has 
as arguments the name of the device which will generate the interrupt 
and the priority level to which the interrupt will be assigned. 
Prograns, thus scheduled, are run in Privileged User Mode allows the 
user to do I/O directly, yet offers the security provided by the 
memory protection and relocation hardware. 

When an interrupt occurs on the hardware level to which a real-time 
device is assigned, the monitor saves the state of the machine unless 
the unique PDP-10 instruction block-in or block-out is being used on 
the interrupt level. saving the state of the machine, includes the 
sixteen general registers, memory protect and relocate, CPU flags and 
the contents of certain trap addresses. 

The PDP-10 has a unique capability to deal efficiently and at low cost 
with block oriented devices such as A/D converters, CRT displays, DECtaf 
and so on. An instruction called Block-In (Block-Out), when executed, 
will transfer a block of data words to (from) memory with a total CPU 
overhead of 6.5 microseconds per word. If this instruction is placed 
in the interrupt trap location, the system will transfer one word of 
data per interrupt while simultaneously maintaining a word count and 
a memory address pointer. The service routine for a device so connecte~ 
is, therefore, this single instruction Block-In (Block-Out). Block-In 
is analogous to the three-cycle data break connection available on othe1 
DEC computers. However, Block-In requires no extra hardware in the devj 
controller and any device may make use of it. 

The advantages of using the PDP-10 Real-Time Monitor facilities to link 
jobs to interrupt levels are several: 

1. Jobs may be initiated (and removed) without building or 
loading a different monitor. 

2. No monitor modifications are required. 

3. Jobs may be run in Privileged User Mode. 

4. Jobs are not restricted as to priority level assignments 
and, in fact, maybe raised or lowered in priority· as required. 

5. Subroutines are provided so that real-time programs may be 
coded in FORTRAN. 

Response time is limited only by the ability of the hardware to service 
interrupts. For example, if a job placed a BLKI on a given interrupt 
level, transfer of a full 36-bit word into the job's buffer area would 
be completed within 6.4µs after occurrence of the interrupt. (No 
higher priority interrupts in progress assumed.) 

Typically, response time, including full context switching, would be 
on the order of lOOµs. 
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Programs Can Share Data Areas 

The PDP-10 monitor provides a convenient method for sharing an 
in-core data area between programs. Typically, a real-time pro
gram locked in core would gather data into the shareable segment 
containing a data buffer. When the buffer was filled, the real
time program would notify the system to call in the non-resident 
analysis program from the disk. The analysis program would come 
in and start up in accordance with priority assigned to it pre
viously by the programmer. 

Programs can be written in FORTRAN with blank or labeled common 
located in the shareable data segment. 

The technique for creating a shareable common area intimately 
involves the PDP-10 dual memory protection and relocation hard
ware registers. The shareable high segment contains the common 
data area with the write protect bit turned off (Monitor calls 
are provided which will pick up the program segments and mani
pulate the write protect bit. The FORTRAN programmer calls a 
MACRO subroutine to use these). 
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. . * Assignment of Job Priority 

Jobs may be assigned to any of several high priority queues main
tained by the normal time-sharing scheduler. The number of high 
priority queues to be maintained for real-time tasks (jobs) is 
specified at system generation time. 

There is a separate queue for each priority level. The scheduler 
scans the high priority queues first (in descending order according 
to priority) and if there is a runnable job in one of these queues, 
it will be run. Whenever a high priority job uses its allotted 
quantum of CPU run time, it will be re-queued to the rear of the 
priority queue to.which it is assigned. 

Jobs are assigned to a high priority queue by the execution of a 
specialized program which runs when the job is logged into the system. 
A priveleged m'onitor call (UUO) is executed by this program which 
specifies any of the allowed priority levels. The priority order of 
the run queues maintained by the monitor are as follows: 

Priority Levels: 

N =the highest of .high priority levels, where N is specified 
at MONGEN time • 

• 

3 
2 
1 = lowest of the high priority levels 
.o = time-sharing or normal priority 

Because the monitor scans the same queues when deciding which jobs 
to swap into core that it scans when deciding which job to run, 
assignment of job priority is.a very powerful PDP~lO feature. 

One or more real-time programs can be out on the disk (drum) for a 
great percentage of the time with their relative priorities.assigned· 
by the system administrator. Normal time-sharing or batch proc:;:essing 
can proceed undisturbed until a real-time clock or some other mechanism 
(interrupt) that one or more of the real-time program(s) should run. 
The swapper then scans its queues and swaps in the highest priority 
real-time job requesting service. When the swap is complete, the sche-. 
duler will run the job. Because the PDP-10 is a multiprogramming sys
tem, processing continues duriitg the swap period. 

* under development 
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High Priority-Scheduler* for Real-Ti~e Programs 

In a large scale real-time system environment involving multiple and 
independent processes, it is often desireable to schedule CPU usage. 
The processes or tasks typically are ~ critical, in that each has 
a fixed deadline when response must be complete and, furthermore, the 
tasks' arrival time (interrupts) are unpredictable and asynchronous. 
The objectives of the scheduler are to allocate CPU usage s.uch that the 
maximum number of time critical tasks can be handled and to allow the 
mix of real-time tasks to change dynamically without stopping operation 
of the system. 

The high priority scheduler operates on priority level 6 and determines 
which real-time job, among those requesting this class of service, shall 
run. Typically, a real-time device using this class of service would 
have a service routine built into the monitor for the purpose of filling 
one or more buffer areas with data. When one buffer became full the 
service routine would request that the data processing routine be sched
uled by the high priority scheduler. 

The purpose of the scheduler is to provide job start up times in the 
range of 3-30 ms. The scheduler allocates CPU usage to time critical 
jobs by means of a "relative urgency" or "least-time-to- go" algorithm. 
This is accomplished by means of a high resolution real-time clock (DKl~) 
which the scheduler uses to maintain a table of jobs and their CPU time 
requirements. 

This technique of using a high priority, "least-time-to-go" scheduler 
to run real-time processes within a timesharing system is unique to 
the PDP-10. 

*Reference: 
Multiprogramming for Hybrid Computation 
by Mark s. Fineberg and Omri Serlin 
Fall Joint Computer Conference 1967 (AFIPS Proceedings) 

This monitor section is scheduled for release during the first 
quarter of 1971. 
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Fault Protection 

Among the primary objective in any multiprogrammed system is the 
prevention of any one job interfering with the successful operation 
of others, and of the monitor. Additionally, real-time systems often 
have specialized hardware associated with a given real-time task and, 
of course, it is subject to failure. 

The PDP-10 real-time system protects itself and other usersagainst 
several types of software/hardware faults peculiar to any given job. 
Among the protection features are: 

Foreground jobs completely protected from background jobs 

Background jobs protected from illegal memory references by 
foreground jobs. 

Protection against program loops - Real-time clock 

Protection against hardware faults - Real-time clock 
(too frequent interrupts) 

Protection against execution of 
privileged instructions 

Protection against out of bounds 
memory references 

Protection against unauthorized 
file access 

- Exec/User mode 

- Memory/Protect/Relocate 

- File Management (user 
assignment of protection 
levels) 

Communication Between Real-Time and non-Real-Time Jobs 

The PDP-10 Real-Time System enables a real-time task or job to com-. 
municate with a non-real-time job. This may be accomplished by means 
of° sharing files stored on disk or DECtape if desired. However, im
mediate access can be gained by means of standard PDP-10 monitor calls 
(INPUT/OUTPUT) so as to allow, for example, a data analysis job to 
read or write a buffer in the real-time job's core area. In a typical 
case, a PDP-10 real-time job would be associated with data acquisition 
and, thus, core resident at all times. However, a large data analysis 
program associated with this real-time job would reside on disk and 
only become core resident when the real-time job had filled.a core 
buffer with data. 
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Because of the flexibility of the PDP-10 hardware and software, neitr 
the core space for the buffer area nor the back-ground space for the 
analysis job need be reserved at build or load time. Dynamic memory 
protection and relocation hardware operating in conjunction with the 
monitor's core management facilities provide optimum core usage. Thj 
is unique to the PDP-10. 

Multiprogramming and Memory Allocation 

A PDP-10 system is ideally structured to take advantage of multipro
gramming. With a word parallel I/O structure and multi-port memories 
CPU and I/O processors are independent with regard to memory access. 

Memory space is occupied by the resident monitor and, typically, a 
mix of real-time and non-real-time programs. The only fixed partitic 
is between the monitor and the rest of memory. The monitor dynamical 
controls the occupation of memory by the job mix. Real-time programs 
are locked in core and are not swapped out onto disk or drum. Back
ground programs are swapped out onto disk or drum when, and only when 
other programs out on disk or drum need to be run. The PDP-10 monito 
will attempt to set up this exchange of programs between core memory 
and secondary storage (disk or drum) so that at least one runnable pr 
gram will always remain in core during the swap. Thus, the actual ti 
taken by the independent data channel/disk control/disk to perform th 
exchange will be overlapped with useful computation. 

Because the PDP-10 memory protection scheme does not involve fixed 
partitions, memory space can be efficiently utilized. When real-time 
core space demands are high, more memory is dynamically assigned to 
them. Conversely, as real-time demands recede, more space is availab 
for background (interactive time-sharing and batch) usage. 

In addition to conserving core space, the PDP-10 multiprogramming sys 
reduces the demands placed upon the swapping device. For real-time 
systems limited to 8-10 interactive users, disk packs may be used for 
both swapping and file storage. The PDP-10 monitor is fully document 
in those publications mentioned in Appendix III. 
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Real-Time Monitor Calls (UUO's) 

A series of monitors calls have been implemented to enable the real
time user to conveniently demand real-time services. They are: 

associate this job or proce~s with a given real-time 
device. 

place data from this device intcaspecified buffer area(s) 
of a specified size. 

output data to a given real-time device. 

run a real-time process on a periodic basis~ 

run a real-time process when its buffer is full. 

run a real-time process that this process specifies. 

terminate this process. 

suspend this process (or continue). 

read the time of day. 

specify the relative priority of a process to the real-time 
scheduler (specified as 11 D11 time - the maximum allowable 
delay between the filling of a real-time buffer and completion 
of running the associated real-time process). 

enter/leave real-time mode. (entering locks job in core. See 
Lock UUO usage described in Appendix I) 

Dynamic Core Allocation 

Dual memory protection and relocation registers divide memory into 
1024-word blocks. A User mode program can be assigned to an area of 
memory or to two separate areas, one of which can be restricted to 
read only. Core space may be dynamically assigned by the monitor. 
In no sense is memory divided by a fixed partition. 

Real-time programs are locked in core during their active period, 
thereby preventing the possibility of their being swapped out of core 
at some undesirable point. 

Core management routines are provided to place real-time jobs into the 
least obstructive position in core, that is, either at the top or ad
jacent to the monitor. 
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PDP-10 REAL-TIME MONITOR 

Core Memory Layout 

Fully Resident ,,.., 
Monitor -----------7~ 

Fixed 
8-26K words 

--r 

) 

MONITOR 

FOREGROUND 
Real-Time 
Program #1 

- Process 1 
- It 2 
- II 3 

Dynamic Memory I - 11 16 
Protection --,--)• .. ----------.... 

BACKGROUND AREA 
I (unless demanded 

by additional 
- T ~ real-time 

I programs) 

_J_~ BATCH 

FORTRAN 

INTERACTIVE 
TIME SHARING 

Dynamic Memory Division 
) Protection FOREGROUND 

Real-Time 
Program #2 

- Process 1 
- II 2 
- II 3 

- II 16 

256K max. 
Words 
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..... I w 

Type of Operation 

1. Monitor Functions incl. . Foreground scheduler . Background scheduler . Swapper (when present) . I/O .Service (Std • I/O) . Special I/O 
• Command Decoding . Call Decoding 

2. Real-Time Tasks 

3. Real-Time Jobs or 
Processes 

4. Interactive Time 
Sharing 

5. Batch Stream 

I 

I 

PDP-10 SYSTEM OPERATIONS 

Initiated by I 

Real-Time Clock or I Monitor Call or 
Hardware Interrupts 

Hardware interrupts 
Other real-time tasks 
I/O service routines 

Foreground scheduler 

Background scheduler 

Background scheduler 

Mode I 

Exec I 

Privileged 
User 

User 

User 

User 

Comments 

Background functions 
have low priority. 

Response time"- lOOµs 

Response time of few 
milliseconds 

Response times of few 
seconds or less 

Longer run times but 
run less frequently 



MEMORY MODULE 
(16,384 WORDS) t-I ---+laa 

MEMORY MODULE 
1 1 18 

(16, 384 WORDS) 

"""' ~ UP TO 

CENTRAL 
PROCESSOR 

DATA 
CHANNEL 

.... IMD10EIM010A ORB I I ra 
128K 

UP TO .__ 
128K 

MD10EIMDtoA ORB• I •• 

TOTAL MEMORY TO 
262,144 WORDS 
(OVER 1.3 BYTES) 

(!] MC10 ADDITIONAL MEMORY ACCESS PORT 

® BS10A ADDITIONAL MEMORY CABLE SET 

DATA 
CHANNEL 

TYPICAL PDP-10 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

IIO BUS 

SWAPPING 
DISK 

CONTROL 

UPT04 

LINE 
PRINTER 

DISK FILES 

CARD 
READER 

DISK 
PACK 

CONTROLLER 

I 

UP TO 8 

I 

UP T08 

DECTAPE 
CONTROL 

TAPE UNITS DEC TAPES 

DISK PACKS 

CARD 
PUNCH 

DATA 
LINE 

SCANNER 

I 
LP TO 64 

MODEMS OR TTY 



III. PDP-10 HARDWARE FEATURES 

Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-10 incorporates advanced features 
providing for a multi-usage capability. PDP-10 systems perform real
time, batch and time sharing simultaneously. PDP-lO's make possible 
a dedicated departmental computer with unprecedented performance. 

In addition, the following PDP-10 characteristics result in fast, 
flexible and efficient system operation - whether in a dedicated or 
true multiprogramming real-time environment. 

Sixteen General-Purpose Registers - Whether implemented as 150 nsec 
cycle time TTL integrated circuit registers or as the first 16 loca
tions of core memory, these are 16 general-purpose registers address
able as accumulators, index registers and memory locations. They may 
even co~tain executable code. An important speed advantage is obtained 
when iterative program loops are executed from fast memory. 

Fifteen Index Registers - The right half of each general-purpose 
register 1 through 15 may be used as an index register. Indexing 
may take place to any level. 

Multilevel Indirect Addressing - The calculations of an effective 
address for any instruction may involve any depth of indirect address': 
ing, with indexing at each level if specified. 

Immediate Mode Addressing - An immediate mode is provided for in 
any of the instruction classes, including floating point instructions. 
In the immediate mode, the result of the effective address calculation, 
which may involve indirect addressing and indexing to any depth, is 
used directly as an operand. 

Sixty-Four Programmable Operators - The PDP-10 provides 64 
"programmable operators," codes which trap to fixed (or relocated) 
locations with the effective address calculation performed. Half 
of these programmable operations are interpreted by the monitor. 
Such monitor interpreted calls, consistent throughout all PDP-10 
systems, accomplish a variety of functions, including all input/ 
output. The remaining half of the programmable operators traps to 
the user's own area, and may be user defined. 

Multilevel, Hardware Implemented, Priority Interrupt System - The 
PDP-10 priority interrupt system is designed to meet the dynamically 
changing requirements of the typical real-time environment. Seven 
levels of hardware pr_iority are a standard feature of every PDP-10. 
Devices may be assigned to any hardware priority through the execution 
of assignment I/O instructions. It is not necessary, as with other 
systems, td rearrange cables in order to accomplish this necessary 
function. 
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Also, under program control it is possible to enable (or disable) 
the interrupt system as a whole, individual levels, or individual 
devices. 

Devices uniquely assigned to one level may make use of the BLKI/O 
(Block-In - Block-Out) feature, which in on~ step, requiring no 
progranuner attention, will automatically: 

1. Identify the source of the interrupt. 
2. Update word count and data address. 
3. Transmit or receive a word of information. 
4. Dismiss the interrupt or, if the block has been 

transmitted, execute an instruction transferring 
control to the appropriate end of transmission 
subroutine. 

Interrupts may be generated by execution of appropriate instructions. 
This is often desirable in order to simulate the presence of real
time hardware which, for some reason, might be unavailable, there 
being certain development work in progress, for example. Many times 
software interrupt generation capability is desirable so as to permit 
the high priority recognition of real-time device interrupts yet 
permit lengthy related computations to be executed at lower level. 
Seven hardware priority levels are standard. 

Dynamic Memory Protection and Relocation - In order to protect 
the overall system from possible errors in the code of the currently 
running task and to provide for dynamic allocation of core among 
jobs, dual memory protect and relocation registers are provided. 
Each User mode program is assigned either one or two segments of 
memory. One segment may be write protected if desired so as to 
protect critical data from errors conunitted by the User himself. One 
segment may be shared with other users or other programs. Segments 
are a multiple of 1024 words, may be located anywhere in core, and 
may contract and expand as required. 

Core management techniques, employed by the monitor, ensure the 
efficient use of core. System programs are reentrant, thus a single 
shareable copy of FORTRAN IV, for example, is sufficient for all users. 

Should a program attempt to reference memory outside of its assigned 
limits, a hardware trap occurs and the running program is stopped in 
favor of another. 

Multiplexed I/O Bus - The PDP-10 multiplexed I/O bus provides a 
36-bit, full word parallel path between memory and an I/O device 
controller. Each data transmission instruction will move one word 
of data between memory and the device controller buffer. 
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Certain multifunction BLKI/O (Block Input/Output) instructions will 
automatically move a block of data to or from a device without 
further programmer attention. 

The maximum data rate of the bus is 200 KHz words. 

Memory Interleave/Overlap - All memories and processors are capable 
of asynchronous, overlapped operation. Memories are equipped with two
way interleave switches which, when used, cause consecutive memory 
addresses to be located in alternate physical memories. The resulting 
memory overlap often can increase the execution speed of a given pro
gram by reducing the effective cycle time of memory. 

High-Speed Channel - One or more high-speed selector channels may 
be included in any system. Each channel will service up to eight 
devices. The data paths for both channel commands and data trans
mission are 36-bit word parallel. Data transmission rates are limited 
only by memory speeds, i.e., lM words per second per memory. 

Direct Addressinq - The entire core memory, up to 262,144 words, 
is directly addressable without resort to base registers, displace
ment addressing or indirect addressing. 

Optimum Instruction Format - The 36-bit PDP-10 instruction word 
provides for 512 operation codes, of which 366 are wired instructions 
and 64 'trap as programmable operators. The remaining codes are 
reserved for future expansion and act as no-ops. In all but eight 
instructions, one of 16 accumulators may be specified. The eight 
exceptions are I/O instructions, which do not reference an accumula
tor but, in these, one of 126 I/O devices is specified. All instruc
tions contain an indirect bit through which indirect_ addressing may 
be carried to any depth. All permit the specification of one of 15 
index registers. All instructions are capable of addressing a full 
262,144 words of memory or, alternatively, the address field may 
contain immediate operands up to 18 bits. 

Logically Complete Order Code - 36 basic instructions divide 
logically into specific classes and are easily learned. Instruc
tion mnemonics are modular, that is, the characters comprising them 
are concatenated to form the various instruction mnemonics. Many 
instructions operate in several modes, w~th the mode defining the 
direction of data transfer, where a result is to be left, or defin
ing the condition of test in any of the 128 arithmetic and logical 
test instructions. 

Variable Length Byte Manipulation - In addition to the instruc
tions which manipulate 36~bit words, there are 64 half-word instruc
tions and a set of 5 byte manipulation instructions which operate on 
bytes of any size. (Byte sizes are not restricted to submultiples 
of the word length.) The hardware permits automatic packing, unpacking. 
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and sequential access of any size bytes. Characters are represented 
throughout the system in ASCII which is a 7-(not B)level code. Five 
characters pack conveniently into a character set (as in the repre
sentation of symbols). In this case, 6-bit characters are stored 
six to a word. 

Push-Down Stack Operations - The PDP-10 incorporates instructions 
for storage and retrieval of data on push-down lists. Even more 
importantly, there are subroutine call and return instructions which 
preserve and restore the program counter and the state of the machine 
flags using a push-down list. These instructions are valuable in 
implementing reentrant and recursive procedures. 

Floating Point Hardware - Every PDP-10 has full floating point 
hardware with which the PDP-10 36-bit word length gives a precision 
of 8 decimal digits in single precision. 

Power Fail Safe - Every PDP-10 is equipped with a power failure 
detection circuit which, if enabled, will cause an interrupt should 
power go out of limits. The program can then save all volatile 
registers. · 

Temperature Protection - Strategically placed thermostats detect 
overly high temperature conditions an~ operating in conjunction with 
their logic, are capable of generating an interrupt. 
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III. PDP-10 EQUIPMENT LIST 

Arithmetic Processor - central processing unit with floating 
point and byte manipulation instructions and including: 

- 300 character/second photoelectric paper tape reader 
- 50 cps paper tape punch 
- 10 cps console teleprinter, LT35A 
- functional operator console 
- multiplexed input/output processor(IOP) 
- seven levels of priority interrupt 
- real time clock 
- power fail-safe 
- multiprocessor offset trap locations 

KMlO Fast Registers - 16 36-bit high-speed integrated circuit 
registers used as multiple accumulators and/or index registers 
and for highly interactive program loops. Replaces the first 
16 locations of main core memory. 

KTlOA Dual Memory Protection & Relocation Registers - multiprogram
ming hardware for dynamic protection and relocation of 
reentrant and non-reentrant code. 

MAlO · core Memory - 16,384 words, l.OOµs cycle time. Each is 
supplied with one memory port with cables. Up to three MClO 
Additional Memory Access Ports may be added, allowing access 
to a total of four processors and/or channels. Access time 570ns. 

MClO Additional Memory Access Port - provides the cables and logic 
to connect an additional processor/channel to a MAlO or MB10 
memory. 

MDlO Core Memory - 32,768 words, l.8ps cycle time. Supplied with 
four memory access ports and a memory cable set for one of 
these ports. Three additional BSlOA memory cable sets are 
optional to activate the remaining three ports. 

MDlOE Core Memory Expansion Module - 32,768 words, l.80µs cycle time. 
Up to three may be added to each MDlO. 

BSlOA Additional Memory Cable Sets - for the MDlO.(Required to acti
vate ports) 

DFlO Data Channel ~ permits data transfers between disk controllers 
and core memory. It will service up to eight high-speed devices 
such as RClO, RPlO. TMlOB also uses DFlO. 

NOTE: Memory modules may be interleaved so as to establish overlapped 

operation with resultant reduction of effective cycle time. 
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RClO 

RMlOB 

RPlO 

RPO! 

RP02 

RPOlP 

RP02P 

TDlO 

TUSS 

DISK SYSTEMS 

swapping Disk Control - provides control for up to 4-RDlO 
disk files or 4-RMlOB fast drumso Drums and disks may be 
mixed on a single RClO control. Requires a DFlO data channel. 
Requires at least one RDlO or RMlO. 

High-Speed Fixed Head Drum - high transfer rate,_ fast access 
time for program swapping and/or data storage. Each drum 
provides 345,600 36-bit words of storage. Transfer rate is 
4.lµs per 36-bit words (142.6 M bits per second). Average 
access time 8.3 ms. A total of four RMlOB drums per con
troller are allowed .. 

Disk Pack Control - provides control of up to eight RPOl or 
RP02 Disk Pack Drives (intermixing is allowed). Requires the 
DFlO Data Channel. Also requires at least one RPOl or RP02. 

Disk Pack Drive - each RPOl provides storage for up to 1,299,2( 
36-bit words on removable , industry compatible, disk packs. 
Average access time is 62.5 ms. including 12.5 ms average 
rotational latency. Transfer rate is 30µs/word. Requires 
RPlO Control. Includes one RPOlP pack. 

Disk Pack Drive - the RP02 provides storage for up to 
5,196,800 36-bit words on interchangeable disk packs. Average 
access time is 62.5 ms including 12.5 ms average rotational 
latency. Transfer rate is lSµs/word. Requires RPlO control. 
Includes one RP02P pack. 

Disk Pack - Pack for RPOl Disk Pack Drive. 

Disk Pack - Pack for RP02 Disk Pack Drive. 

DECtape Control - provides control for up to eight TUSS DECtape 
transports. Requires at least two TUSS transports. (One TDlO 
control is required with every PDP-10 system). 

DECtape Unit - reads and writes magnetic tape at !SK 6-bit 
characters/second rate. (Tapes are 3~" diamater, 260 ft. 
long and 3/4" wide.) Tape units are bi-directional and 
redundantly recorded. Each tape has a directory, allowing 
random access to up to 22 user files. (Two DECtape units are 
required per PDP-10 system.) 
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TMlOA 

TMlOB 

TMlOC 

TU20A 

TU20B 

TU30A 

Magnetic Tape Control - controls up to eight tape transports. 
Either 7- or 9-channel (or combination of both). Requires at 
least one magnetic tape unit of the types shown below. Magnetic 
tape unit types may be intermixed on a single control. 

Magnetic Tape Control - same as TMlOA but provides for data 
channel operation. Requires a DFlO Data Channel. 

TMlOB Modification Kit - provides necessary components for 
converting a TMlOA Magnetic Tape Control to a TMlOB. 

Magnetic Tape Unit - reads and writes 9-channel USASI standard 
magnetic tape at 45 inches/second and a density of 800 bits/ 
inch. 

Magnetic Tape Unit - reads and writes 7-channel industry 
standard tape at 45 inches/second and densities of 200, 556, 
and 800 bits/inch (36K characters/second). 

Magnetic Tape Unit - reads and writes 9-channel USASI standard 
magnetic tape at 75 inches/second and density of 800 bits/ 
inch (60K characters/second). 

INPUT - OUTPUT DEVICES 

Punched Card Equipment 

CRlOA 

CPlOA 

Card Reader - reads 80-column punched cards at up to 1,000 
cards/min. (800 cards/min. in systems using 50Hz power.) 
Card hopper and stacker capacities are 1,000 cards. 

Card Punch - punches cards at a rate of 200 cards/min. when 
punching in all 80 columns. A maximum rate of 365 cards/min. 
is possible when only the first 16 columns are punched. Carq 
hopper and stacker capacities are 1,000 cards. 

Line Printers 

LPlOA 

LPlOC 

Plotters 

XYlO 

Line Printer 

Line Printer 

Characters 
64 

64 

Lines/Min. 
300 

1,000 

Columns/Line 
132 

132 

Plotter Control - interface for CalComp 500 and 600 series 
digital incremental plotters. 
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XYlOA 

XYlOB 

CalComp Speed Paper 
Plotter Step (Steps/ Width 
Model Size Minute) (Inches) 

Plotter and control XYlO 0.01 inch 18,000 12 
(565) 

0.005 inch 18,000 
0.1 mm. 18,000 

Plotter and Control XYlO 0.01 inch 12,000 31 
(563) 

0.005 inch 18,000 
0.1 mm. 18,000 

DATA COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

Data Line Scanner - Data line scanner provides on-line service 
of up to 64-communication lines. Accommodates any device which 
uses eigh~ level serial teletype code at speeds up to 100 kilo
baud. Full duplex with local copy and half duplex data modes 
are available on each line serviced. 

DClOA Control Unit - the scanner and control unit for the DClO 
communication controller provides 4-units of cabinet space 
and power supplies for various combinations of line equip
ment. 

DClOB 8-Line Group Unit - provides teletype interface for up to 
8 local lines, full duplex. May be used with duplex or full 
duplex with local copy data sets. When used with data sets, 
data set will provide automatic answer but no control over 
data set is possible. Requires one unit of cabinet space in 
a DClOA or DClOE. 

DClOC 8-Line Telegraph Relay Assembly - provides conversion from 
local to long lines using full or half-duplex facilities. 
Requires two units of cabinet space in a DClOA or DClOF. 

DClOD Telegraph Power Supply - the standard line voltage supply used 
with DClOC (120V de at 2 amperes)~ No additional cabinet space 
required. 

DClOE Expanded Data Set Control - provides expanded control of eight 
data sets in the DClO system. Requires two units of cabinet 
space in a DClOA or DClOF. Needed for control of data sets. 

DClOF Expander Cabinet - provides eight units of cabinet space and 
power supplies for expansion beyond capacity of DClOA. 
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TELETYPES AND TERMINALS 

LT33A Teleprinter - 33TS machine (KSR-33, friction feed) 

LT33B Teleprinter - 33TY machine (ASR-33, sprocket feed, automatic 
reader control XON/XOFF feature). 

LT35A Teleprinter - VSL312HF machine (KSR-35, sprocket feed). 

LT37AC Teleprinter - KSR-37, sprocket feed, 60Hz operati?n only. 
Also suitable for use with Bell System 103-type data set 
or equivalent. 

VPlO 

370 

DISPLAY SYSTEMS 

Point Plotting Display Control - operates at either of two 
maximum plotting rates. Low rate 10 KC (one point every lOOps). 
High rate is 50 KC (one point every 20µs). Number of address
able points along each axis is 1024. Control interfaces to a 
customer-~upplied oscilloscope (Tektronix Type RM503 or equiva
lent) or to a CRT display. 

High Speed Light Pen - for use with VPlO. 

Other Display Equipment - See following section (Computer 
Systems Group) and LDS-1 Brochure. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

DA10 PDP-8 or PDP-9 to PDP-10 Interface. 

DKlO Programmable Real-Time Clock - unit is supplied with a crystal 
oscillator which provides a resolution of lOus. Interrupt 
interval can be program selected from !Ops to 2.65 s (other 
crystals and frequencies may be specified). For other clocks, 
see also following section (Computer Systems Group). 

GPlOM General Purpose Interface Cabinet - includes cabinet, two 728 
power supplies, one 844 power control, indicators, end panels, 
fan, convenience outlet with fans, and BSlOA/15 foot cable set. 

BSlOA Cable Set - provides cables for interconnecting I/O devices. 
Set includes two BClOA, one BClOB and one BClOC cables. Avail
able in 5,10,15,25 and 35-foot lengths (1.5, 3, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5 
meters). 

CAB-9A Cabinet - with full-length single doors front and back, with
out indicator panel or end panels. 
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CAB-9B Cabinet - with full-length single doors front and back, with 
indicator panel but without end panels. 

CAB-9C Cabinet - with snap-on covers on front and single door on 
rear, without indicator panel or end panels. 

CAB-9D Cabinet - with snap-on covers on front and single door on 
rear. with indicator panel but without end panels. 
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS GROUP 

DIGITAL's Computer Systems Group provides custom and limited pro
duction computer peripheral equipment and custom computer sytems 
to meet customer requirements in a variety of applications areas. 
The groups of technical staff members work with customers. and 
DIGITAL sales engineers in the development of specifications and 
the design of customized systems for virtually any customer application. 

Customized computer peripherals and systems are fully tested and carry 
the standard DIGITAL warranty. Custom equipment is fully documented 
with operational and service manuals and is supplied with completely 
documented test routines. All standard and custom equipment designed 
by DIGITAL can be included in standard service contracts, if desired, 
at the expiration of the warranty period. 

Multi-processor ~ystem applications are recognized by DIGITAL as pre
senting particularly stringent hardware and software system design 
requirements. The Computer Systems Group has an experienced team 
of specialists dedicated to multi-processor applications who can 
provide extensive applications assistance in: system configuration 
and design, system specifications, system program design, system test, 
documentation and installation. In-house assembly of multi-processor 
system in the exact layout of the final system and close liason with 
the customer during the phases of extensive testing assures the cu
tomer a smooth installation process and a minimum time to system 
operational status on-site. 
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Priority Interrupt Level Expansion 

General 

Interrupt expansion of the PDP-10 may be accomplished by the attach
ment of an external electronics package. The device is tied to both 
the I/O and memory buses and requires ~memory port· i~to the low 
memory. It consists of an External Interrupt Control (EIC) and an 
External Interrupt Group of 16 sublevels. External interrupts are 
arranged in descending priority with priority of individual lines 
determined by cable assignment. The unit, itself, is assigned to 
one of the standard seven priority levels under program control. 
The concept of the EIC is that electronics within the unit will find 
the highest priority flag currently requesting an interrupt. Upon 
finding a requesting flag the EIC uses the memory bus to store in 
memory an address unique to that flag (and a jump to subroutine 
instruction). Thereafter, the EIC requests an interrupt on its 
assigned priority level. The CPU then traps (subject to the usual 
rules with regard to higher priority levels being not active, etc.) 
and executes the instruction previously stored in memory by the 11 EIC 11

• 

3.1 microseconds later the program counter (PC) and processor flags 
will have been stored and the PC will be sitting at the first in
struction of the subroutine associated with the interrupt flag. 

Nested interrupt servicing requires a minimum of overhead. Performance 
is summarized below. 

Features 

Overhead to reach an interrupt related subroutine is minimized. 
(3.lµs for non-nested interrupts) 

Contains hardware to detect and identify 16 interrupts arranged 
in descending priority. 

Unit may be enabled or disabled by assignment to any of the 7 
standard priority levels. 

Standard PDP-10 PI levels may be individually enabled or disabled. 

Individual interrupts may be set or reset, enabled or disabled. 

There are 3 flip-flops per external interrupt. They are: 
enable/disable, -interrupt request, interrupt recognized. 

Unit accepts both pulse and level change inputs from external 
devices. (-3 volts = 0: O volts = 1) 
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Timing 

Nested Interrupts: 

Entry Overhead = 12.Sµs 

Non Nested Interrupts: 

Entry Overhead= 3.lµs 

PDP-10, PDP-11 Interface 

The PDP-10/PDP-ll Interface may be specified to connect up to five 
PDP-11 computers directly to PDP-10 memory. The interface is not 
a block transfer type of connection, but rather allows a PDP-11 to 
store/retrieve data and execute programs in PDP-10 memory directly. 

The interface is divided into two logical parts; a control section 
containing connections to the PDP-10 memory bus, multiplexing el
ements, and control elements. In addition, each PDP-11 has a com
plete set of control and data transmission logic. Data is passed 
36-bits (plus parity) in parallel so that each PDP-11 can operate 
with a minimum of PDP-10 memory cycles. 

The PDP-10/PDP-ll Interface is designed for those applications in
volving high data rates and maximum programming flexibility. 

The system consists of the following units: 

10 I/O Bus Converter 

This unit, converts the standard PDP-10 I/O bus from negative levels 
to TTL compatible levels of ¢v and +3V, enabling the attached devices 
to be built from M-Series modules. This unit also contains the CROBAR 
inhibits required during the Power-up ana Power-down sequence of the 
PDP-10. 

Memory Multiplexer and Level Converter 

This section of the inter·face contains the negative to M-Series level
conversion logic, the parity generation and checking logic and the 
memory multiplexing and priority allocation logic. This unit, in
visible to both the PDP-10 and PDP-11 software, will be connected to 
the -10 Memory Bus only. 
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PDP-11 Interface (continued) 

As the major section of the interface, the PDP-11 interface is 
connected to the converted (+v) 1¢ I/O bus, the PDP-11 Unibus, 
and the Memory Multiplexed bus which connects, daisy chain fashion, 
from the Memory Multiplexer, to each of the PDP-11 Interfaces. 
(Maximum of eight) 

·One of these interfaces is provided for each PDP-11. 

It contains all the main registers, available to the programmer. 
Which are: 

1) · Protection and Relocation Registers A & B 
2) Control Register 
3) Address & Data Registers A 
4) Address & Data Registers B 

The units are connected as shown in figure 1. 

Operation (proposed) 

INITIAL The PDP-10 software treats each of the attached PDP-ll's 
as separate units, as each interface has a unique device number. 
(This in no implies that the service routines will not share a 
lot of common code.) The 11 is incapable o~ interrupting the lO in 
any way until the 10 enaoles the interface with a CONO. The data 

,-path to the !O's memory is similarly closed until the 10 opens the 
path by setting the appropriate protection and relocation registers. 
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DA15/10 

PDP-15 to PDP-10 Memory Interface DA15/10 - This interface 
makes it possible for a PDP-15 to read and write PDP-10 memory 
directly. The PDP-15 addresses the PDP-10 memory eighteen bits 
at a time and PDP-15 peripheral equipment can store (or retrieve) 
data directly into (out of) PDP-10 memory. In effect, PDP-10 
core acts as an extension of PDP-15 memory. Thus, for example, 
with a DA15/10 interface PRA software which normally requires 
an BK word PDP-15 can be run in a 4K PDP~l5 with only 2K words of 
memory being used to replace the otherwise missing 4K of PDP-15 
memory. 

The PDP-10 can define core bank addresses for PDP-15 under pro
gram control. A control buffer is provided to provide the 
necessary interprocessor communications and interrupt capability. 

Requires GPlOM. 

Display Equipment 

VBlOI Interactive Graphics Terminal - The VBlOI Graphics Terminal is 
a highly interactive display system for the PDP-10. The VBlOI 
system was designed to allow complete user freedom and flexi
bility under normal PDP-10 time sharing. The basic hardware 
system consists of a display connected directly to PDP-10 memory 
through a special memory interface. Several important features 
included in the VBlOI display are memory protection and reloca
tion, character mode operation, vector mode, and subroutining.To 
allow complete user-display interaction, the VBlOI graphics 
terminal has a Function Box, Light Pen and a Rand Tablet as 
options. However, the important feature of the VBlOI system. 
is the extensive software package available from DECUS to con
trol the display. This package permits a user unfamiliar with 
the hardware instructions for the display to generate and mani
pulate display pictures from a higher level language (FORTRAN 
or LISP). 

The VBlOI software package contains all of the basic routines for 
displaying vectors, points, and text, and for controlling the 
scale and intensity of the picture. The user can define his own 
number space or sets of number spaces and the viewports on the 
display CRT where the pictures are to be displayed. Pictures 
can be generated as a set of sub-pictures or nested sub-pictures. 
Any part of a picture which falls outside of the user's number 
space or window will not be displayed. Sub-pictures and pictures 
can be blanked from the display and unblanked at a later time. 
Core space used by a picture can be released and reused for gen
erating new pictures. The VBlOI package also contains all of 
the routines necessary to qreate three-dimensional pictures. 
The user can rotate the pic{ture by changing the pitch, yaw, and 
r~ll coefficient~ of the PfCture or zoom-in or back off from a 
picture by changing the vi;wport value. 



The VBlOI Graphics Terminal provides several levels of user 
interaction. Simple data inputs can be entered through the 
function box to the teletype. The identification of lines 
or points within a picture can be accomplished with the light 
pen. Perhaps the most important interactive feature of the 
VBlOI terminal is that a user can input graphical data through 
the Rand Tablet and "see" that data on the CRT in real-time. 
Applications are numerous. An architect could draw new struc
tures, a mathematician could input new curves, an electrical 
engineer could add new connections during circuit design, all 
with no more difficulty than drawing on a piece of paper. The 
VBlOI Graphics"Terminal can solve almost all complex graphics 
requirements with hardware and software that is already avail
able and running in production environments today. 

A complete description of VBlOI software is available from 
both DIGITAL and DECUS. 

Alphanumeric Terminals - CRT based terminals may be connected 
to the PDP-10 through PDP-10 communications equipment. Both 
storage tube and refreshed alphanumeric only systems are avail
able. The most compatible units for connection are those follow
ing full-duplex, ASCII, RS-232-B specifications. Line widths 
should be at least 73 characters. 

ADlO Analog Input Subsystem - The type ADlO Analog Input Subsystem 
combines a reliable solid state multiplexor with a high resolu
tion analog-to-digital converter for real-time applications of 
data acquisition and reduction of time dependent analog voltage 
signals from such laboratory devices as gas chromatographs. 

The differential input multiplexor provides complete programm
able gain selection over the entire input range of ± 10 mv to 
± 10.24 volts full scale. An automatic gain selector feature 
allows two gain selection modes of operation to be controlled 
by computer command. In the program mode, the software desig
nates one of eleven available gain ranges. In the auto-ranging 
mode, the multiplexor automatically selects the gain range for 
optimum subsystem performance. 

The ADlO subsystem, under software control, selects the desired 
analog input channel, provides the proper gain, and digitizes 
the input voltage at a maximum rate of lOiOOO samples per second. 
Resolution is i4 bits including sign {15 bits including sign is 
optional). 

The basic subsystem can service 64 input channels with expansion 
capabilities to 192 channels. Input gate modules provide plug-in 
channel activation, allowing field add-on capabilities. 
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Expansion - The basic Analog Input Subsystem contains 16 active 
channels, but expands to 64 channels with the installation of 
one Type ADlOC Dual Channel Input Module for each additional 
pair of channels. Expansion to more than 64 channels requires 
the Type ADlOB 64-Chann~l Multiplexor Expander Unit. For exam
ple, a system that requires 192 channel capacity would include 
two Type ADlOB Expander Units. One Type ADlOC module must be 
installed for each pair of channels to be activated in an 
expander unit. 

The following designations are assigned to the subsys·tems com
ponents: 

ADlOA The basic 64-channel multiplexor and analog-to;..digital 
converter, including eight ADlOCdual channel input mod
ules (16 active. channels) and the computer interface~ 

ADlOB The 64-channel multiplexor expander. unit; no ADlOC 
modules are included. 

ADlOC The dual channel input modules with 20 Hz filters. . 
Filters with cut-off frequencies oflO or lOO·Hz:are 
available if specified at the'time 6f order. E•~h 
channel filter on the same modules ~ust have the same 
cut-off frequency. 

CAB-9.l\ The cabinet which houses the computer iocal..interface. 

CAB-9A The cabinet which houses the basic ADlOA •. 

CAB-9C An additional cabinet (same as ab()ve) which houses the 
optional multiplexor expander unit1 ADlOB. A maximum 
of two units may be installed in.this cabinet. 

Does .!!Q!. require a GPlOM. 

Nuclear Instrumentation. 

PHA Pulse Height Analysis ADC's 

The Computer Systems Group is well qualified to interface any. of 
several nuclear physics oriented an<llog to digital converters to 
PDP-10 and/or other PDP computers~ The ADC's themselves are 
supplied by the customer and shipped to our factory for instal
lation in the system. Connection may be made to the PDP-10 over 
the I/O bus, Direct-to-memory, or through a small computer·. Data 
input may take the form of a list of conversions stored in alter
nate buffer areas in core or a memory increment mode where the ADC 
word specifies _a memory address and the contents of that memory 
location is incremented by one. Both singles and coincidence 
modes are available. 
One extremely attractive concept is to interface the ADC's to a 
PDP-15 and interface the PDP-15 directly to PDP-10 Memory with a 
DA15/10. . 
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FilO Flag Input Unit - This 36-bit pulse input unit generates a 
program interrupt request whenever one or more of the lines 
connected to it changes from a zero to a one. The central 
processor will respond to this interrupt by reading in the 
entire 36-bit word and then locating ·the bit(s) which are 
ones. The PDP-10 instruction JFFO (find first one and jump) 
is particularly useful in performing this function .• 

This unit recognizes the absolute voltage changes on the input 
lines and variations in rise times are unimportant. The unit 
contains a 3-bit hardware register to allow its assignment to 
one of the 7 PDP-10 priority levels. The data register is 
double-buffered so as to allow synchronization and thus avoid 
loss of any information. 

Customer equipment should make connection to the logic by means 
of the W031 cable connectors which are provided. 

Requires GPlOM. 

DS03C Contact Interrogation Unit - One of the significant costs 
incurred in the scanning of multiple contacts can be the cost 
of wiring. To minimize this expense, the DS03C uses a bus
system in which the contacts are interrogated and the data 
lines are shared, thereby reducing the number of lines needed 
to transmit the data to the central processor. This contact 
interrogation approach dictates that both sides of the contact 
must be available. Each interrogation provides up.to 36 bits 
of contact status information. 

Up to 128 words of contact information can be handled by the 
control section of a DS03C. Each word is both sequentially and 
randomly addressable. 

Requires a GPlOM. 

Multiprocessor Hardware 

DTOlC I/O Bus Switch - The DTOlC is an Electronic Switch which 
enables two PDP-10 central processors to share peripherals. 
Each processdr may request the use of the switch, and may have 
it when it becomes available. An override feature is built 
into the DTOlC for emergency switching. The purpose of the 
36-bit test bu-ffer simulates a common peripheral shared by both 
computers but accessed only by the first to select the bus 
switch. The second purpose of the buffer is to act as an 
interprocessor buffer accessible by both computers. 
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DT02A Multi Processor Peripheral Access Control Unit - The DT¢2A 
Peripheral Access Control Unit provides all control functions 
required by two central processors such that peripherals may 
by accessed by both processors. Each peripheral to be accessed 
by both central processors must be provided with DT¢2B 
Peripheral switches. Up to seven peripherals may be controlled 
by the basic DT¢2A. 

DT02 Peripheral Switch - The DT¢2B Peripheral Switch operating 
under the control of a DT¢2A will select the peripheral with 
which it is associated and connect it to a central processor's 
I/O bus. 

There must beo~ DT¢2B switch for every central processor 
that is to have access to the shared peripheral. (See Figure 2) 

Installations with more than two central processors will require 
an expenaded Peripheral Access Control Unit. 
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IVo APPLICATIONS OF PDP-10 REAL-TIME SYSTEMS 

There are a number of typical PDP-10 system configurations that 
serve to illustrate the real-time capabilities of both the PDP-10 
hardware and software. Because of the modularity and expansion 
capabilities of PDP-10, DIGITAL can supply a hardware-software 
combination unusually well suited to the application. 

Historically, computers have had to be dedicated to a single task 
in order to achieve optimum performance. Real-time systems have 
often been inadequate in their computational power. Computational 
strengths have implied a lack of real-time capability. Monitor 
software has been either non-existent or comprehensive but so 
restrictive as to offer no possibility of doing real-time work. 
PDP-10 hardware and software, supplied by DIGITAL, combine a multiple 
task real-time capability with spooled batch capability and on-line, 
interactive, time-sharing. 

High Energy Physics 

A great deal of effort, applied on an international scale, has gone 
into the process of automating the measurement of data contained in 
bubble chamber film. The problems involved are especially difficult 
because bubble chamber film is 11 noisy 11 and the measurements to be 
made require great accuracy. 

The measurement system known as PEPR (?recision Encoding and Pattern 
Recognition) uses a precision CRT system and controller, interfaced 
to a PDP-10 computer, to nsteer 11 a line segment, produced by the CRT, 
along the bubble track images on the film. Using pattern recogni
tion techniques, the computer program acquires a digital image of 
the useful information held on the film. As data is acquired, it 
is pre-processed. The extracted information is used to further 
direct the measuring equipment. Speed is essential and speed can 
only be attained with a computer system capable of both high speed 
on-line I/O operations and computational power of the highest order. 
PDP-10 is perfectly described by these requirements. 

PEPR systems are installed both in the u. s. and in Europe. DIGITAL 
EQUIPMENT CORPORATION has supplied not only computers but also 
several digital controllers for the CRT systems. 

I 
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Analytical Instrumentation 

PDP-10 provides some unique features to meet the needs of a multi
instruments multi-experiment analytical system. Many laboratories 
have several different types of instruments whose characteristics 
are quite dissimilar. Furthermore, the computer system must pro
vide data reduction as well as data acquisition capability. A 
growing laboratory will have expansion requirements for more or 
new instruments, more processing and more on-line storag~. 

Due to the modular nature of _PDP-10 hardware and software, expansion 
of the system is completely practical. The PDP-10 CPU characteris
tics include 36-bit word length, floating point hardware, plus over 
360 instructions so one can immediately recognize that a PDP-10 is 
a large machine. 

A typical analytical instrument system would include a multiplexed 
A/D converter with wide dynamic range. Analog signal paths are 
three-wire; two shielded signal leads plus analog ground. Up to 
192 channels can be accommodated. The A/D is 12-bit plus sign with 
an auto-ranging option to provide automatic selection of gain range. 

As instruments input data to the system, other processing simultan
eously takes place. The multiprogramming real-time monitor provides 
concurrent computation and I/O operations. 

With the PDP-10 hardware priority interrupt structure, any I/O 
device can be assigned to any hardware priority. As system require
ments dictate, these assignments can be made so as to optimize the 
system responsiveness to real-time tasks. Other competing designs 
require that cabling actually be rearranged in order to accomplish 
the same results. 

After data has been accumulated, data analysis programs produce the 
desired results. The file structure concepts implemented by the 
PDP-10 monitor include the ability to do tree searches and the 
ability to choose several different levels of protection for a 
user's files. 

High-speed I/O paths make possible efficient overlapped computation 
with I/O. Data paths are full-word parallel. 
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Data Acquisition 

The term data acquisition as applied to a real-time computer system 
implies a system capable of not only the on-line placement of data 
in core storage but also the output of this data to secondary stor
age for later analysis. 

PDP-10 data acquisition systems are capable of both the on-line 
acquisition of data by a variety of means and, simultaneously, the 
reduction of raw data so as to produce final results. 

PDP-10 offers an unusual combination in that great computational 
capability can be combined with high-speed overlapped I/O operations. 

In a typical system 1 high-speed data acquisition might proceed in 
either of two ways. First, data might be input directly to memory. 
If several data streams were involved, a high-speed multiplexor 
could be interfaced to the word parallel memory bus. A single 
memory cycle only would be required to input or output a 36-bit 
word. Even high:_speed transfers would result in no CPU interference 
as long as the CPU and high-speed multiplexor were accessing differ
ent memories. Should the same memories be accessed by both the CPU 
and I/O multiplexor (channel-processor), the memory bus priority 
hardware would resolve the conflict with, at most, the CPU losing 
a single memory cycle as I/O overhead. 

Slower speed devices (to about 20KC word rate) can practically 
and economically be interfaced to the multiplexed I/O bus. 

Device service routines within the monitor oversee the input (or 
output) of data, provide control and status checks, assign the 
interrupt structure and detect error conditions. Real-time,User 
mode programs communicate (through UUO's and monitor commands) with 
the data acquisition equ.ipment device service ,routine. 

As data is accumulated, it is :formatted for output to the disk. 
PDP-10 disk file structure provides a master file directory contain·
ing individual user file directories. User file directories pro
vide the tree structure necessary to efficiently locate and output 
information. Real-time and other users of the system may assign 
several different levels of protection to their disk files. Access 
may be limited to members of one project only, for example, or read 
only access might be granted. 

Background programs, ·whether part of a Batch stream or not, may 
pick up the data for analysis upon notification of a real-time 
process. 
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V. TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Project MAC 

Project MAC Artificial Intelligence Laboratory uses a dual processor 
PDP-10/PDP-6 system that includes shared memory and an I/O bus switch 
which allows sharing of peripherals. The system includes many spe
cial devices. Currently, the PDP-6 controls the motions of a mechan
ical arm through a digital servo network, while the PDP-10 operates 
a color display built by DIGITAL. 

Dual processor software is under development by laboratory personnel. 
A type 340/346 display is used to study system loading and observe 
the passage of jobs through the system. The various job queues and 
their occupancy - maintained by the scheduler - may be displayed. 

A chess playing program of national fame has been developed for the 
PDP-6/10 by laboratory personnel. They have also produced a music 
compiler capable of producing compiled output for six simultaneous 
voices. With this compiler, tempo, pitch, key, and musical note 
embellishments are all programmable. Unlike normal instruments, 
the computer is self tuning. The chess and the music compiler are 
available from DECUS. 

Brookhaven National Laboratories 

Brookhaven Laboratories, Upton (Long Island), New York, have established 
a National Neutron Cross Section Center based on a PDP-10 time-shared 
computer and a high speed CRT display system. 

Of major consideration in the purchase of the PDP-10 was the ability 
of PDP-10 hardware and software to directly complement and support 
graphics and graphics terminals. The PDP-10 provides large scale 
graphics systems with the support, maintenance, and simultaneous 
access of a data base by multiple users. In addition, it provides 
high speed databusses, a powerful instruction set, and time-sharing 
and interactive languages. 

Other graphics systems include: Case Institute, National Institutes 
of Health, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Kodak, Project MAC, various 
PEPR installations, Stanford's CAI project, and University of Utah. 

The Brookhaven On-Line Data Facility was set up within the Physics 
Department to perform high-energy counter and spark chamber hodoscope 
on-line computer experiements. The equipment, together with a dual
processor PDP~lO/PDP-6 system, is set up in vans located in the main 
experimental hall of the AGS accelerator. 
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Since mid-1965, the facility has been running five to ten real
time jobs simultaneously. With the addition of the PDP-10, the 
number will increase. Thus the time-sharing aspects of the PDP-10 
are of significant importance to the customer. 

This on-line use of a powerful computer in high energy physics has 
demonstrated that research can be much more efficient that the tra
ditional off-line analysis of bubble chamber film, especially when 
the experiment has high data rates and low cross section~ 

Oxford University 

The PDP-10 at the Department of Nuclear Physics, Oxford University, 
operates with a PDP-7 in nuclear research. The PDP-7 supports three 
vector displays and monitors a linear accelerator, while the 48K 
PDP-10 provides computational power for complex m thematical modeling. -
The PDP-7 also includes customer built interfaces to devices of other 
manufacturers. 

University Munich 

The University of Munich, in Garching, Germany, uses a PDP-10 for 
nuclear physics research. The 32 K timesharing system operates a 
10/40 monitor with a PDP-8/I for data acquisition. A direct memory
to-memory interface (DA25) built by Computer Special Systems couples 
the PDP-10 and PDP-8. 

Communications software to support the interface was provided by 
DIGITAL. The software allows high speed transfers in both directions 
so that data acqui~ed by the PDP-SI can be passed to the PDP-10 for 
processing, and formatted data can be sent back to the PDP-8/I for 
real-time CRT display. 

The A/D converter data is collected in the PDP-81 memory using a 
double buffering scheme. When one buffer is filled, the A/D converte~ 
starts filling the second buffer as the PDP-10 empties the first one. 
The PDP-10 is used to analyze the incoming data and create real-tim·e 
display information which is displayed by the PDP-8 concurrently with 
data acquisition. 

Pulse Height Analysis software was supplied with the system by a ven
dor employed by the University, and tested in Maynard prior to ship
ment of the PDP-8/I system. The application software allows data 
acquisition in both singles and group mode from four A/D converters 
as well as various types of PHA display formats with light pen 
routines to permit moving of marker, locating peaks, etc. 

FORTRAN data reduction programs developed at Rochester University 
will be used to process the data and to obtain final results. 
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As an additional benefit the PDP-8/I teletype can be used as a 
PDP-10 terminal for program development. PDP-8 programs can be 
assembled by the PDP-10 using PAL-10 and, after assembly, may be 
loaded into the PDP-8/I for execution. 

The Munich system includes a KAlO processor with fast registers and 
dual memory protection and relocation registers, 32 K of MBlO memory, 
2 DECtapes, 2 Magtapes, the memory-to-memory interface (DA25), the 
PDP-8/I with 8 K of memory, CRT Data Break Display with a VR12, a 
data break multiplexor, 10-ND A/D converters, 8 scalers, even re
gisters and A/D converter configuration selection switches. System 
expansion is planned. 

National Institutes of Health 

The National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, has installed 
a large PDP-10 swapping system to serve as the hub of a laboratory
wide computer complex. In addition to providing time-sharing ser
vices for the institute, the PDP-10 is coupled to a powerful CRT 
display processor, type VBlO, for research in biomedical image 
processing. 

The VBlO is a highly interactive display processor which operates 
directly on the PDP-10 memory bus. N. I. H. has written a complete 
software package, containing all the routines needed for generating 
vectors, points, and text. With display service routines - supplied 
by DIGITAL - added to the swapping monitor, the system provides dy
namic displays in real-time simultaneously with time-sharing. 

The software package lets the user generate and manipulate display 
files from FORTRAN and LISP; there is no need to understand display 
hardware. A Rand tablet, for the input of graphical data, is sup
ported by a complete software package that links the tablet input 
with the user's display file. Complete software documentation is 
available from DECUS. 

The installation includes 64K of core memory, a line printer, a card 
reader, two swapping disks, 6 DECtapes, 3 magnetic tapes, and will 
be expanded to include more memory and disk packs. 

Faculte De Medicine De Paris 

This PDP-10, located in a computing center of a medical research lab
oratory, performs statistical analysis of data stored in massive 
magtape files as well as other computing functions under time-sharing. 
Future plans call for links between the system and PDP-8 terminals 
located up to 150 miles away. 
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The blood bank is currently developing an information storage and 
retrieval system so that the procedure of maintaining records and 
scheduling appointments for several thousand blood donors may be 
automated. When fully implemented, a computer local to the blood 
bank will be interfaced to blood analyzers and communicate over a 
high speed link with the PDP-10. Remote terminals will be con
centrated by the blood bank's computer so that operating personnel 
can interact directly with the PDP-10 and its data files. 

University of Pittsburgh 

The PDP-10 at the University of Pittsburgh is in the Graduate School 
of Public Health. It is being used in biomedical image processing 
currently related to chromosome studies, but the customer hopes to 
branch out to other areas such as X-ray processing, X-ray enhance
ment, etc. 

An automatic microscope locates metaphase white blood cells (a stage 
in cell division when chromosomes are most easily observed) on slides 
and signals a PDP-7 which digitizes the image with a flying spot 
scanner. The PDP-7 then signals the PDP-10 which accepts the data 
and stores it on an RDlO disk. The PDP-10 then performs the analysis. 
The PDP-7 and PDP-10 are interfaced through a GP-10, with logic built 
by the customer. 

The system has 32 K of core memory of mixed speeds, DECtape, a card 
reader and a line printer. A swapping monitor is used although only 
three terminals are employed, one of them being the console teletype 
on the PDP-7. The PDP-7 software operates in two modes: local 
PDP-7 mode and PDP-10 terminal mode. 

Rolls Royce 

The system at Rolls Royce Bristol Engine Division, Bristol, England, 
uses a PDP-10 in conjunc'tion with PDP-B's and two ICL computers. The 
PDP-S's monitor and control the test beds for the Concorde's jet en
gine as well as other engines readied for on-line testing. The data 
they collect is fed to the PDP-10 which, in turn, routes it to the 
ICL machines which provide the computational power. Results of the 
engine analyses are stored.in files which are managed by the PDP-10 
and easily accessible to researchers using time-sharing terminals. 
The terminals can also be used to change the parameters of the tests 
by initiating appropriate commands to the PDP-S's. 

Royal Aircraft Establishment 

At the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough, England, a PDP-10 
monitors the structural testing of the Concorde supersonic commercial 
transport. The results of these tests will lead to the craft's certi
ficate of airworthiness. The project has been labeled one of the 
"most elaborate structural tests ever carried out. 11 
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The tests dynamically apply loads to the fuselage of the plane, 
under continuous computer control, and continuously monitor the 
stress effects. The test program will continue throughout the 
service life of the Concorde. 

The testing system also uses two of DIGITAL.'s PDP-8/I computers, 
one to control the operation of the loading jacks and the other 
to monitor operations. 

A VBlO CRT display will be used to examine accumulated data and 
assist technical personnel in their efforts to analyze and inter
pret test results. The VBlO includes hardware for generation of 
vectors, characters, and increments. A high-speed light pen and 
remote slave display are included. The VBlO is interfaced directly 
to memory and is fully capable of generating a display without pro
cessor overhead. DIGITAL provided the monitor software to drive the 
display. A package which allows the user to program the display in 
FORTRAN IV is available from DECUS. 

Sikorsky Aircraft 

The PDP-10 at Sikorsky is interfaced to an Applied Dynamics AD-4 
100 V analog computer and is used to perform helicopter design 
simulations. Software for the hybrid interface was supplied by 
Applied Dynamics and written by Applied Programming Technology, 
Sudbury, Mass. 

KinOTroi Incorporated 

KinOTrol Incorporated, a consulting firm in Houston, Texas, has 
interfaced a Hybrid Systems, Inc., SS-100 general-purpose analog 
computer to a PDP-10. The interface was designed and implemented 
by KinOTrol personnel. 

At rates exceeding 1000 per second, the system provides interactive 
solutions to differential equations encountered in the chemical, 
oil, and steel industries: in oceanographic and biomedical research: 
and in engineering and construction. The system is also used in 
simulation and optimization studies. 

A/D and D/A data is transferred directly to and from PDP-10 memory 
and the SS-100 while control and command information is transmitted 
and received over the PDP-10 I/O bus. FORTRAN IV callable subroutines, 
written by the customer, complete the package. 

\ / 
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Pennyslvania State University 

The PDP-10 in the· Electrical Engineering Department's "Hybrid 
Computing Laboratory" is interfaced to an EAI 680 analog computer. 
The PDP-10 functions as a logic controller for the analog computer, 
and serves in simulation studies - for research and instruction -
performed under time sharing. 

Engineering applications of the system include high-speed analog 
data conversion from tape and remote inputs, control optimization 
studies, system simulation, network design, biomedical simulation, 
pattern recognition, and solution of complex systems of partial 
differential equations. 

The system is also being used to research such diverse subjects as 
weather forecasting, human performance, building design, ionosphere 
wave propagation, and mining systems. 

For instructional purposes, the system can be operated from 8 console 
booths, each with a KSR-33.teletype. Through time-sharing; students 
can work on a common problem, previously set up on the analog plug
board, supplying parameters and conditions of their owri choice. Ot; 
the students may work on different problems by using various sections 
of the plugboard. Th~ stud~nts~ who are required to have ~revious 
analog and digital (FORTRAN) programming experience, work on such 
problems as parameter optimizatibn1 Monte .Carlo methods, and difference 
approximations·to partial differential equations. 

The system in~ludes 16K of cote ~emot~, a 346/340 display with a 
light pen, DECtape, a teleprinter, 8 teletypes, and the hybrid inter• 
face. 

I 

The hybrid interface,' together with the MACRO subroutines callable 
from FORTRAN IV, were supplied by EAI. The interface is an EAI 693 
system with 24. A/D channeis (multiplexed), 14 bits with 20 pse'c con
version time and 8 D/A (4multiplying type)'·. 15 bits with 40 )isec 
conversion time. 

Chase Brass · & Copper. Company,· Inc. 

The PDP-10 at Chase Brass· in Montpelier, ·ohio, ·acts as a time-sh~red . 
management infdr~ation system. its m~jor functions are to: maintain 
a central data, bank, perfoim manufacturing control functions (in·cluding 
production scheduling, demand forecasting, order shipment, etc.), 
provide managemen;t reports, and perform misc'ellaneous management and 
engineering calculat~ons. · 

I ' 
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Through time-sharing, management has immediate access to the status 
of any order, process, or inventory. At the same time, this data is 
available to programs which control, schedule, or forecast plant 
needs. The system eliminates manual record keeping by collecting, 
on-line, the data need for sound management decision-making. 

Orders, schedules, etc. are updated directly from console teletypes 
and from an on-line data collection system tied directly into plant 
processes. Plan personnel using the teletypes are requested to 
enter specific data in a fixed format. Thus the system is self
tutoring and does not require extensive employee training. Response 
is so fast that each operator appears to have exclusive use of the 
computer. 

The on-line data collection sub-system includes relay contacts to 
determine the status of plan devices and a multiplexed low-level 
integrating digital voltmeter to read the voltages of a variety of 
measuring instruments. The relay contacts are interfaced to the 
PDP-10 via the Contact Interrogation Unit (CIU) which can be ex
panded to 4608 individual contacts. The status of 36 of these con
tacts may be read by a single PDP-10 instruction. 

The type AF04 Integrating Digital Voltmeter and Scanner (IDVM) was 
chosen for this system for its ability to read many low-level signals 
while providing excellent noise isolation. The Privileged User IOT 
mode is employed within the PDP-10 time-sharing monitor system to 
allow user programs to have direct access to the CIU and IDVM with
out causing calls to the monitor. This allows real-time user pro
grams to be run in a time-sharing mode. 

System control functions include production scheduling, demand 
forecasting and shipping. Like the data acquisition programs, the 
control programs run under the time-sharing monitor: they are re
sident in core only when active. The programs may be written in 
any PDP-10 programming language - FORTRAN IV, COBOL, BASIC, or MACR0-10. 
Control programs may have access to the central data file as data upon 
which to base control decisions. Control programs also have access 
to all system peripherals such as line printers, DECtape, and disk. 

The management reporting system is implemented in the same manner as 
the system control functions, via user-level programs written at 
Chase Brass. The system is designed to provide specific information 
upon request or when exceptional conditions exist which require man
agement decisions. Its basic philosophy minimizes the volume of 
reports and maximizes the value of information generated: overall 
emphasis is upon management control by exception. 
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VI SUPPORT 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION owes a large measure of its success 
to the high level of technical competence of its staff. All field 
support personnel are factory trained in their various specialties. 

Customer personnel are encouraged to attend training courses given 
by competent instructors at our plant. PDP-10 documentation includes 
all relevant drawings, manuals, program listings, etc. PDP-10 soft
ware specialis.t are available for on-site assistance at all times. 
Particular emphasis is placed on having a software specialist avail
able on-site for several weeks immediately following delivery. 
Factory personnel are available for consultation and for backup 
support. 

Training 

Formal courses are held at our factory on a scheduled basis. Compu
ter time and all course materials are provided. 

Programming/Operation Course 
(4 weeks) 

Maintenance course 
(5 weeks) 

Documentation 

Covers all PDP-10 programming systems 
concepts, including monitor details. 

Covers central processor and memory. 
Familiarization with DIGITAL logic 
diagrams, flow charts. Covers I/O 
systems, hardware priority interrupt. 

Maintenance Manuals - Two sets of maintenance manuals are provided 
with each system. 

Engineering Diagrams - A complete set of engineering drawings, flow 
diagrams, logic diagrams, and wire lists for each system will be pro
vided. Microfilm copies are available at extra cost. 

Software - Two complete sets of manuals are provided. A complete set 
of maintenance (diagnostic) programs are provided. As software is 
improved or new programs are released, customers may elect to receive 
them. 

Software Support 

Personnel are factory trained and located near installations. PersonnE 
are available upon request to assist with familiarization of standard 
PDP-10 software and programming techniques. Support personnel are 
responsible for customer satisfaction with PDP-10 software and work 
closely with both the customer and our factory to ensure that any 
problems are quickly remedied. 
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Field Service 

DIGITAL maintains a large, well-trained field service staff in order 
to provide customers with continued reliable hardware performance. 

Maintenance can be provided either through a maintenance contract or 
by means of on-call hourly service. Several different maintenance 
contracts are available. All contract customers pay only a monthly 
charge covering all labor and all parts. Field service contracts 
include scheduled preventive maintenance. 

A complete explanation of DIGITAL field service is detailed in a 
document available from the local field service organization and 
is entitled "DEC Computer Maintenance Services and Prices." 
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~fTkP • REA~ TlME TRAPPING UUO 

RTTRP • REAL TIME !~AP~ING UUO 

THE RTTRP uuo AL~OWS TIME-SHARING USERS TO DYNAMICALLY co~~~9! REAL-T~ME 
OEVIcts T~ THE P~IORITY INiE~R0PT SYSTEM; A~D. TO RESPOND TO THESE 
DEVICES AT I~TERRUPT LEVEL FRO~ THEIR USER PROGRAMS (WRitt~~. fITHER IN 
~ACR0-10 -OR ~ORTRA~·IV), REA~ TIME JOBS CAN CO~TRO~ fR~I~ D~VICES IN 
TWO ~AYS: BLOCK MOJE OF SINGLE MOOf •. I~ BLOCK MOOE, AN .f~f I~E-BLOCK OF 
DATA IS READ BEFORE THE USER INTERRUPT PROG~AM IS RUN,·W~~~t AS IN THE 
SINGLE MOOE, THE ustR INTERRUPT R6UTI~E IS RU~ EVtRY Tl~i -THE DEViCE 
INTEQRUPTS. THERE ARE TWO -TYPt§ OF BLOCK .MODES: FA~i ~LOt~ MOOE AND 
NORMAL 8~6CK MOOE, THE RESPONSE TIME io READ A WO~O OF aAtA ·i~ 6,5 US 
~OR FASf 8~0CK MOJE AND 14.6 US-FOR NORMAL BLOCK MODE tN:a, -THtS~ ARE 
TH( TIMES TO COMPLETFLY SERVIBE THt INTERRUPT>, IN SiNGL~ MODE THE 
RESPONSE TI~E MEASURED PRO~ THE HECEIPi OF A-~EAL·TIME ciEijltE INTERR0PT 
UNTIL THE START OF THE USER CONTROL ~RbGRAM IS 1~0 u~~. -A NOTE o~ 
CAUTION: T~E RTTRP UUO IS NOT FOOLPROOF, !~PROPER U§E Of ANY OF THE 
RTTRP FEATURES COULD CAUSE THE SYSfEM TO HANG, THE ~~~I~N- or --T~IS 
rUNCTION GIVES THE USER AS MUCH FLEXIBILITY AS PQSSIB~E· HUWEVER, TO 
MAKE THIS FEATURE POWERFUL, SOME SYSTEM INTEG~ITY HAD TO-~£ S~CRIFICED. 
SINCE TH£ USER PROGRAM IS RU~ IN USER MODE ~If~ ALL bF T~E At;s SAVED, 
TH~ MOST tOMMO~ ERRORS ARE PRO!ECJED AGAINST, A LIST OF f8E 8Q~ES AND 
POSSIBLE PITrALLS APPEARS BELOW, 

THE PTTRP UUO ALLOWS A REAL TIME JOB EITHER TO PUT A clLKI OR BLKO 
IN~TRUCTION JIRECT~Y ON A PI LEV£L OR TO ADD HIS DEVICE TO !~~ FRONT OF 
THE voNJTOR PI C~A\NEL CONSO SKIP CHAIN~ WHEN AN INTERRUPr OCCURS FROM 
Thf REAL TIME DEVICE IN SINGLE M05E ciR AT THE END OF A ~cac~ a~ DATA IN 
8~0C~ MOOE, THE MQ~ITOR SAVES THE CURRENT STiTE OP THE ·~~cHiNE CTHE 
AC'S, THE APR FLAGS, THE PR6TEct10N-RELOCATI6N REGI§TER1 rHf uuo T~AP 
ADDRESSES- 40 AND 41, ANO THE RESERVED INSTRUCiION TRAP~AODRE§~£s 60 AND 
61), ANO THEN SETS UP THE ~EW PROTECTION-AELOC~TION ~t~i~TfA ANO APR 
rLAGS ANO TRAPS TO THE USER INTERRUPf ROUTI~E, AFTER -~E~~iCING HIS 
DEVICE THE USER RETURNS CONTRO~ to fHE MO~ITOR TO RtSTOR~- tH~-PREVI00S 
STATE OF THE MAC~I~E ANO DIS~iss T~E ~NJERRGPf. - -- ---

IN FAST BLOCK MOOE THE MONITOR PLACES THE BLKI/O INSTRUC!~qN D~RECTLY IN 
THE PI LOCATION, THIS REQ~IRES !~AT !~E PI ~HANN~L BE Q~QI~A!EO TO THE 
REAL TIME JOB DURI~G ANY DATA TRANSFERS. IN NORMAL BLOCK MOOE THE 
MONITOR P~ACES THt BLKI/O INSTRUCTibN OIRECTL~ AFTt~ ·t~E REAL TiME 
DEVICE'S tONSO INSTRUCTION IN THE CONSO SKIP tHAIN· ANY N~~~~~ OF R~AL 
TIME DEV!tES USING EIT~ER SINGCE MbDE-OR NO~M~L BLOCK MOOE CAN BE PLACED 
ON A~Y AVAI~AB~E ~I LEVE~, T~~ AVERAGE EXTRA OVERHEAD -~~~ ~EAL .TIME 
DEVICE ON THE SAME CHANNEL IS ~.5 ~S ~ER IN!E~RVPT. 

THf REAL TIME TRAP UUO CAN BE CA~LED FROM UUO LEVEL OR E~OM INTERRUPT 
LEVE~. IT CA~ BE USED TO ADD 5EVICES-TO THE !N!ERRUPT SX~!EM, TO REMOVE 
THEM FROM THE INTERRUPT SYSTEM1 OR- TO ~HANGE !H~IR ~I LEV~~ A~~I~NMENT. 
THE RTTRP UuO IS A PRIVELEGEC uuo AND REQUIRES THAT T~; ~qs ~AVE REAL 
TIME PRIV~LEGE (GRA~TEO BY LO~IN> AND BE LOCK~D IN-CORE ~AggqMeLISHED BY 
TH~ LOCK ~UQ), 
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RTTRP - R~AL TIME !RAPPING uu~ 

·A) .RTTRP UUO FORMAT: 

MOVEI AC,~TBL,K 
CALLI AC,57 
~RROR RETURN 

NORMAL. RETURN 

IS l ~!GL£ . MOOE 

;AC CONTAINS ADDRESS or DATA SLOCK 
JPUT-DEVICE ON~Pl-l.EVEC -- - ..... . 
;RETURN HERE .. If AN ERROR OCCURED 
JERROR CODE IS.,.RETURNEO·HrAc--
;RET~RN J:iERE .. lf P~ sEt u~ -~~ae~RLY 

RTgl.tq XWO .. Pl CHI., TRPAOR . JPI CHANNEL <1~6> ANO T~AP ADURESS 
;APR-ENABLE atrs··ANO.APR i°RAP-ADR 
JC6NSO CHAiN l~SlRUCTIO~ --· 

RT9LK! 

RT9LK~ 

EXP AP RT RP 
· ~ONSO OEV1 BI TS 
z 

OR 

JF'AST Bl,.OCK MOOE 
~WO PlCH~,TRPAOR 
~X.P AP RT RP 
BL.KO DEV1l3L.~<'AOR · 
0 

. OR. 
JNORMAL BLOCK·MOOE 
XWO 1 PlCHL,TRPADR 
~XP APRTRP . 
90NSO O£V,@BITMSK 
BLKI OEV,BLKADR 

J~O ~LKI/O IN~!R09TibN . 

;eI AND TRAP ADR WHEN ~~Kq ~9NE 
JAPR TRAP CONDITIONS 
JBLKO-OR Bl.Ki iNSTRUCTION 
;BLK~OR POiNiS TO-TME-IOWO Q~ 
J BLO~K TO BE-S;"!T OUT, ... 

J9HANNE~ AND TRAP ADDRESS 
JAPR !RAP ADQR~SS - ---
JCONTROL BIT MASK fROM Y~fR A~EA 
JB~K~ INSTRU9T~ON 

8) QISMISSJNG PROCEDURE! 
\ 

ANY · U U 0 0 THE R T.., AN THE RT TR P U U 0 W l LL D I SM I SS THE l NT ERR UP 
ANY INSTRUCTION WHibH -!RAe~ TO ABSO(UTE.LOOAr1dN-60 WI 
DISMISS iMf INTERRUPT-VERY QUICKCY. T~E §TANbA~o-·'METHQo 
DISMISSING AN INTERRUPT. IS WITH A UjEN- lNSTRUCf XON-(OPCO 
i210). THIS TRAPS to .LOCATION 6f(J°G1VING THE FASTEST. POSSIB 
0 I SM I SS.AL I . . THE: USE . Or - OPCODE · 100~· Is oe:s 1 rU8L,E Tb GUA 
AGAINST PROGRAM OB~OL~SC~NCE-bYE TO ~AROWiR£ ~xeA~~~oR~ 

J 
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RTTRP - R~A~ TIME TRAPPING UUO 

C) INTERRUPT ~EVEL. USE Of. R!!RP! 

THE RTTRP UUO FORMAT AT INTERRUPT LEVEL IS THE SAME AS AT 
OSER L.E:VEL. . EXCEPT THAT .AC'S 16-AND .. 11 CANNOT SE-USEP lN THE 
UUO CAl.te. <I .E, CALLI ·16;57 IS ILLEGAL. AT INTER~UPT- L.EVEL> 
ALSO, EXCECUTION OF .THE-RTTRP UUO AT INTERRUPl".LEVEL CAUSES 
A""~ AC'S TO aE OVERWRI.TTEN~ -THUS TtjE ~§ER ·--MQ§f" ·~~VE ANY 
QESIRED AC'S BEPORE I~SUIN~ !HE RT!R~ ~uo AT lN.I~~RYP! LEVEL. 
THIS IS TO SAVE TIME AT INTERR~PT L.E~EL, 

9AUTIONI IF AN INTERR~PT LEV~L ROUTINE EX~CUTES A~ ~!!RP ~uo 
WHICH AF~ECTS THE 9EVl9E gyRRENThY B~lN~ ~~~V~9EQ <FOR 
JNSTANCE TO CHANGE FROM A BLKI TO A BLKQ), THEN NO MOHE UUO'S 
or ANY KIND, RTTRP INCLUDED; .CAN BE EXEtUTEb~ Ai THI$ POl~t 
A N Y S UBS E Q U E ;~ T U U 0 W I ~ L 0 t SM .I. SS T HE .I. N I e: RR UP T • - - -.. .. -

D) ~EMOVING DEVICES FROM A ~I C~ANNEL; 

e: ) 

BlT 35 
BIT 34 
91T 33 
BIT 32 
BIT 31 
BIT 30 
BIT 29 
SIT 28 
8lT 27 

BIT 26 

IF PICHL, IN THE RTBLK IS ~ERO (SEE UUO FORMAT OESCRlPTION 
ABOVE),. THEN THE DEVICE SPECIFIED IN !8E C:ON~9 i.N~!~Q2TION I§ 
REMOVED FROM THE INTE~RY~! sY~TE~. 

A RESET UUO FROM TlME SHARING LEVEL. WILL REMOVE AL~ DEVICES 
FR 0 M THE l NT ERR UP T LEVELS , f H IS U U 0 . CAUSES A. "g.q ~ d . 0. ~ V , 0". T 0 
BE EXECUTED BEFORE TH¢ otv1c~ IS REMQVED. 

ERROR RETURN CODES! 

1 Pl CHANNE~ NOT AVAI~ABLE (RESTRICTED U~~ @X ~~S!EM> 
·2 PI CHANNE~ NOT CURRENT~Y AVAILABLE EOR BLK~/9:§ 
4 TRAP ADDRESS out OF-B6ti~DS . 

10 ERROR ADDRESS OUT OF BOUNDS 
20 BLKAOR OR POINT~ wo~o i~LE~AL 
4 0 I t.. L. E GA 1.. r o RM A r -· o F c o N s d , a L K o , o R s L. K 1 1 N s T Ru c r l o N 

10a SYSTEM LIMIT FOR RtAL. 1IME DEVICts EXCE~ofa----·· 
2 0 0 J 0 B NO T L. 0 C K ED i N C 0 RE. - . . .. - , . . . - -· . 
4"0 IL,L.E~AL. AC USED ·ouRI.NG RJTRP u~o AT lNI~R~~~T ~~VEL 

CAC'S 16 ANO 17 ARE ILLEGAL) 
iz0E DEVICE A~REAOY (N U$E ~~-ANOfH~R JOB 
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F' ) 

1. 

2. 

3. ' 

5, 

~XPLANATION Of RTTRP ~NEMONig~; 

"PlCHL" IS THE PI LEVE~ WHERE THE DEVICE IS TO BE P~ACED, 
CEVELS 1"6 ARE LEGAL DEPENDING ON SYSTEM CONFiGURATiON, 
~ICML IS 0; THE OEVIC~ l~·RE~ciVED.fR~M-ALL LEVE~~: --NORMAL 
WHEN A DEVICE IS PUT ONTO • PI LEVEL, ALL OTHER INSTANCES 
THE SAME DEVICE ON ANY OF THE PI LEVELS .ARE- REMOVED, I 
HOWEVER. THE USER WANTS TO-PUT Tri('SAME oe:v1cE:"'oN .MORE TH 
ONE Pl L,EVEL AT TH.E SAME .. !IM~- ~t.E~ A DATA ~~~E~ "ANO .. 
ERROR ~EVEL) THEN HE CAN GIVE AN RTTRP UUO WITH PIC 
NEGATIVE, TrUS TEL.LS~THE-SYSTEM NOT TO--REMOVE .. ANY OTH 

. OCCURENCES or THIS OEVI~E--tROM A~Y OTHER co~-TH~ ~AME>' 
~EVELS, NOTE TMAT THIS CciUNTS--AS ANdTHE~- RE~L- it~E- DEVI 
TAKING ONE OF THE PO~~IB~¢·R~~L tIME .6EVI9E SLO!~: 

"TRPADRtt IS THE LOCATION TO WHICH A REAL TIME INTERRUPT TRA 
tJRST TRPADR>. BEFORE A TRAP OCCURS ALL AC'S-ARE.SAVED 
THE MONITOR ANO CAN THUS BE OVERWRITTEN WlTH09t- ~o~cgRN F. 
THEIR CONTENTS. 

"APRTRP" 'IS THE TRAP LOCATION FOR ALL APR TRAPS, THE MONIT 
SIMULATES A "JSR APRTRPi WHE~ AN A~R TRA~ OCCURS~--THE US 
GETS CONTROL FROM AN APR.TRAP ON THE-SAME PI ~EVEL THAT H 
REA~ TIMt DEVICE IS ON, THE-MONITOR WIL.L ALLWAYS .TRAP TOT 
USER PROGRAM ON ILLEGAL MfMORY RE~ERENCES1 NON-~i-~fM 7 S, A 
~USh DOWN OVERrLO~S. T~IS-IS TO-A[L6W.THE USfR T6 ~~OPER 
TUR~ OFr HIS REAL TIME otVICE 'IN.CAS~ IT AA~ ~UN- ~(L6, T 
~O~ITOR WILL. ALSO T~AP ON tHbSE CO~DiTIONS SPEClFi~ij BY t 
APRENB UUO, IF THE t~TER~UP! ~OVTIN~ jS ON A.Pi-~f~E~· HIGA 
THAN OR EQUAL TO THE APR INTERRUPT LEVEL, THEN NO APH ERRO 
WIL.l.. BE DETECTED, - - . . - .... -

~DEV" IS THE REAL TIM~ O~VIC~ gOQE N~MBER. 

"BIT.S" rs THE BIT MAS~ OF ALL INTERRUPT BITS OF' THE RE.AL,, TI 
DEVICE THIS BIT MASK MUST CONTAIN ALC INTE'RRUP'f iNG SITS A 
NO OTHEPS, IF" THE USER WANTS TO CQNrRciL. THIS air. MASK f"R 
HlS USER AREA,.HE MA~·SPECir~ 6NE LEQEL of INOI~fCTlO~ INT 
tONSO INSTRUCTION <NO I~fiEXiNG>, i.E, - "C0N~5--ciEV,~MA§ 
WHERE MASK IS A LOCATION IN THE USER .. AREA OF THE .. Bl f MASK. F 
THAT RE:A.L TIME DEVICE·. MASK~MUST NOT HAVE ANY -sirs . IN t 
.i. NO I RECT OR 1 NOE:X f I Eh OS ~ET. -· ·- - . . . - - .. 

\ 

\ 
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6' 

7. 

8. 

"B~KADR" IS THE ADDRESS IN THE USER'S AREA Of THE BLKI/O 
POINTER WORD. THE -MONITO~ WILL Abo T~E ~R0~~~-8~h0CATtON 
FACTOR TO THE RlGHl HACr Or THIS POINTER WORD BEfORE 
~ETURNING TO THE u§ER, CATA CA~ ~t READ 6NLY iNfO THE LOW 
~EGMENT AND ONLV ABOVf THE P~OTtCTE0 JOB DAT~ ·A~EA CLOC, 
~0•114). THE POIN!~R WORQ WAS-L~F! IN THE·y~~R~~-AREA TO 
ALLOW HtM TO SET UP A NEW POINTER WORD VERY QUICKLY WHEN THE 
WORO COUNT GOES TO 0 AT INTtRAUPT LtVEL, TH0S-~~EN f~E USER 
WISHES TO SET UP MIS OWN POiNTER WbRo, HE -Mu~f. "Mi~E THE 
ADDRESS IN THE RIGHT HALF o~ tHt WO~D-9E AN AeS5CUTE-AODR£SS 
INSTEAD OF A R~LATI~E AbDRfS~. T~E RELOCATib~--VALUE I~ 
~ETURNEO FROM BOT~ T~E LbCK·ooo AND-FROM THE fi~ST Rt1RP uu6 
EXE~UTED TO SET UP T~t BLKI/0 INSTRU6f ION.. FAiLil~£ -to ~OD 
t·HE PROPER RE~OCAT I ON .VALUE TO THE RE~AT "I vE.·. AOOR~SS WI LL 
ONOOUBTED~Y CAUSE THE MONiTOR- TO- ~E ovt~w~1ti~N:- 1HE 
NEGATIVE wORD COUNT- IN THE LEFT HAL.F Of TH(.POINTER WORD 
SHOULD BE CHECKED AGAINST BEiNG too LA~GE. I~ tH~ ~o~b COUNT 
EXTENDS BEYOND THE 'usE:R, s . OWN AREA THEN THE- OEV I CE COULD 
OVERWRITE ANOTHER JOB. IF.THESE PRfCA~tIONS- ARf ·oBSERVEO, 
THIS METHOD OF-SETtING UP THt ~OINTE~ WO~D IS MU6~ FA~TER AND 
~ORE f~EXI8LE THAN GiijING AN RTTRP-UOO At INTf~~U~T--LEVEL, 
~ SEE EXAM PL.ES 2 AN 0 3 ~ - - .. - - - -- - . 

BErORE GIVING AN ERROR RETURN TO THE USER, RTTRP WI~L SCAN 
THE ENTIRE D~TA BLOCK TO ~INQ ~S MANX -~RRORS ~$ eq~~I~LE, 

RTTRP RETURNS TO THE USER WITH THE USER IOT PRIVILEGE ENABLED 
So THAT- THE USER C~N EXECOTE ALL 110 IN$TROctX~N~1 ANO ALL 
6THER RESTRICTEO INSTHUCTiON~: 

9. A USER CAN OBTAIN JUST THE U~ER IOT ~RIVILEGE er ~~~U~IN~ AN 
RTTRP UUO WITH PICHL=0, . 

/ 
'' 

l 
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G) ~ULES OF OPERATION! 

1. 

2, 

DEVfCES CAN BE ~HAINED ON TO ANY PI CHANNEL NOT USED FOR 
8 L. K 1/0 IN s TR u c T I ONS a y THE sys TE M 0 R ·a y 0 THE R R £Ac .. r HH: us ER s . 
i;s l NG F' As T 8 L. 0 c K .. M 0 Q E . . ~ rrt"1: $ . I N c L ~ D ~ s - TM E A p R -c HANN El. ) ~ 
HOW e: VER,, P I LEVEL ~ I_~ A~ WA Y S ~ E ~~RV E 0 F 0 R - THE - SYSTEM • 
NORMAi.. i. y. ? r L.EVELS 1 'ANO 2 ARE RESERVED BY TH~ - ~ r$!EM ~OR 
OECT APES . AND . MAGTAPE:~. . - . . .. 

BL.Kl OR·.Bl.kO'lNStRuct1'()NS CAN,'BE. PIJT .. IN THE PI LOCATlONS ON 
ANY . ·vr~USEO . pr 'LEVEL'. ( F"ASi" BLOCK MOOE)' •.. nus OEdlckrE:s THA r 
Pl ·l.'E:VEL\ T.O ·THE' RE:AL TIME- J08 .. f'OR THE. DURATION -9E ·-H!~ DATA 
TRANSFER, . . - . . - . 

. . 

3. 'J:OSS OESIRIN~ THE USE 0.f· ·.THIS ·REAL .. TlME· f'EATU~E MUST BE 
L.CCKEO IN.TO. ·coRE <AeCqMPLISHED BY USING THE LOCK-O(Jo),··-

. ' \ - . .. . . . " """":' -: . . ' . -- ... 
. . 

4. JOBS· WHICH HAVE SUCCESSF"ULLY EXECUTED ·A RTTRP UUO ARE GIVEN 
. 0 s e: R ' : l 0 T p R I v I LE GE ~ . TH I s -- AL[. 0 w s -· T He: - us ER ,.. d E )( Ee u T E r HE 

'NE.CESSARY . I.lO· . INS.TRUC'TiON.S TO c'oN:TROL HIS .-·D£VicE·;. IOT 
p R 1 v I Lg GE . Mus T I BE Q s E Q' w .I.! H : c Au T 1: 0 N • . I Mp R 0 ~ ~ ~ lj $ g . 0 F ·1,1 q 
1 NSTRUCT.I ONS C·OULD HANG· THE SYSTEM Cl ,·Ee , CONO APR,~, . CONO· 
P I , 0 p 'R H A LT ) ; .. - .. . . . . • . . 

5, ·A' USER P.ROGRAM MUST. ALWAY.5 OI~MlSS AN INTERRUPT WITH ANY Of 
THE DISMISS UU0 1·s· <ANY UUO OTHER THAN·.-THE REAL .TiME VUO'S OR 
·ANY. 1 NSTRUCT I ON· wH 1 cH TRAPS ro ABSOLU°TE ·L.ocA r 1·of.( · 6i >: -- TH 1 s 
AL.L.OWS · THE· MONITOR . TO . PR.6PtRLY RESTORE THE STATE; OF lME 
MACMINE.- . .· - . - - --.-- ·-

6 • ' A RE AL . T I ME 0 EV l CE MU ST BE CH A I NE 0 0 N ! 0 A P I LEVE Lt BY A 
RTTRP UUO BEfO~E THE-US£~.PAOGRAM ISSUES THE CONd.dtV,PIA TO 
t HE 0 EV I CE , . f A t LU R £ . T 0 -,- Cl 8 SERVE TH l S ·-· RU L. E . 0 R .. FA I ~URE t 0 
A,Ss't GN . THE OEV i CE. TO ·-.THE . s'AME p I. LEVEL T8A T WA$ ,~p~~ff I ED IN 
TkE·'RTTRP UUO c6ULO HA~~ 1

T~E ~YSTEM.-' . 
- I • ' ')," .,. ,. • -

I' : 

l 
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7' 

8' 

9. 

11. 

12. 

THE USER MUST BE AWARE THAT IF THE CONSO BIT MASK IS SET U~ 
~UT THE DEVICE HAS NOT PHYSiCA~LY ~EtN ~UT ON IfS-PRbPER Pl 
LrvrL (CONQ DEV,PIA>• AND IF-O~E OF THE CORRESPd~bIN~ FLAG~ 
IN THE 0Ev1cE rs oN, r~EN A TRAP MAY occuR ·ra THE usER 
I~TfRRUPT SERVICE RbUTINt, THE ~EASON FOR-. r~is· IS -AS 
fOLLO~S: TH~RE IS A CON~O ~KIP.CHA~N FOR EA9H P~ ~t~~L, AND 
If A DEVICE INTERRUPTS WHOSE CONSO INSTRUCTION I~ FURTHER 
DOWN THE THE CHAIN THAN THE REAL TIME DEVICE, THE CONSO 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE REA~ TIME.DEVICE IS EXECUTED~- 1~-bNE OF 
T~E HAPD~ARE DEVICE. F~A~S IS SET, ANb THE c6RAESPciNDING BIT 
i~ THE ~ON~0 BIT MASK IS ALSci SET, THEN THE CONSb- ~ICL SKI~ 
AND A TR~P WILL OCCUR TO THE-USE~ PROGRAM E~EN THtiUGH THE 
REAL TIME DEVI~E WA§ NOT tAUSI~G- AN IN'fERH~~r-·uN T~AT 
CH Ar-.; NE L , T G AV 0 I D . TH I S S IT U AT I 0 N , THE USE ti -- CAN KEEP THE 
to~so BIT MASK IN HIS USER A~tA BY U$ING A CONSO -l~SYRUCTiON 
~IT~ T~E INDIRECT BIT SET IN TRE RTTRP UUO, t.E7, CONSO 
OEV.~BITMSK, WHERE BITMSK IS-THE LOCATIO~-IN THE UStR PROGRAM 
OF T~E co~so BIT ~ASK. T8IS FEATURE MAKE$ ~I-~~S~IBLE TO 
CHAIN A DEVICE ONTO THE INTERRUPT LEVEL, KEEPING THE CONSO 
8IT MASK lERO UNTIL THE DfVICE IS AdTUALLY PUT dN fHf PROPER 
Pl LEVEL WITH A CONO- INSTR0tTION. - ~SEE EXAMP~E--i) THIS 
PROBLEM ~ILL NEVER ARISE I~ tHE DEVItE FLAGS AH~ fU~NED OFF 
0NTIL THE CG~O DEV.PIA CAN B~ EXECUT~D~ ~SEE EXA~PCt-3> - / ~~ . . . 

IF THE USER REMOVES A DEVICE FROM A PI CHAIN, HE MUST MAKE 
§UR~ THAT THE DEVICE HAS ALSO-SEEN RtMOVED FROM !~A! et LEVEL 
<I ,E .. co~;o OEV,21>. 

THE USER SHOULD NOT PUT PROGRAMS WHICH EXECUTE ~O~ A LONG 
PERIOD OF TIME ON -A HIGH PRIORITY INTERRUPT LEVE~. sucR 
PROGRAMS cou~o CAUSE OTHER RtAL~TIME-PROG~AM~ Af ~b~t~ LEVEL~ 
!0 t,..OSE DAH" 

~INCE THE WSER IS RUNNING AT INTERRUPT ~EVEL ANO fULL CONTEXT 
$WITCHING IS NOT PER~OR~~o, !HE USE~ PROGRAM M~~I-Nqr CHANGt 
ANY LOCATIONS IN THE PROTECTED JOB DATA AREA CLOC. ~0-114), 
THIS COULO KILL THE S~STtM. - . 

IF THE USER tNTERR~PT ROUTINE I§SUES AN RTfRP UUO AT 
lNTERRUPT LEVEL WHICH AFFECTS THE DEVICE WHOSt-1NfEH~UPT IS 
BEING SERVICEP, THEN NO FURTHER REAL TIME UUO'S .CAN BE 
EXECUTED DURING THE REMAINDER OF-THIS-lNTER~D~t: AT THIS 
POINT Al..L UUO'S Wil.L qISMISS THE INT;RRUP!, - --· ·-

IF THE USER IS USING !HE BLKI/O FEAT~RE, HE MUST ~E~!PRE THE 
BLKt/O POINTER WORD BEFO~E DISMISSING ANY ENO-OF•BLOCK 
lNTF:RRUPT. THIS CAN BE OONf:. WITH ANciTHER RTTRP Quq, .. ·aR BY 
DIRECTLY CHANGING THE ABSOLUTE POINTER WORD SUPP~lEµ BY THE 
tIRST RTTRP wuo. FAi~URE TO RtSET tHE POINTE~ ·wtjR~ co0LD 
9AUSE TµE DEVICE TO OVERWRITE ALL OF MEMORY. 
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H) ~XAMPLES! 

POAT A~ 

PTRTST: 

RTALK! 

*********~ EXAMPLE 1 ********** 
SiiGLE MODE . . 

TITLE RTS~GL - PAPER !APE READ TEST ~SING CONSQ ~~AlN 

OPOEF UJE~ C182J 

RTTRP=57 
L.OCK=60 
RESET=~ 
PI OF'F=4r·~ 
PION=200 
TAPE=4~0 
BUS'f =20 
DONE=1r& 

9AL.Ll RESET 
~AL.LI LOCK 
JRST rAlLED 
$ET~M PTRCSO 
~ET7!M OONFl.G 
MOVE! RTBl.K 
CALI.I RTTRP 
~RST FAIL.ED 
MOVE I 1, OOl•JE 
HL.R~ 2,RT8L.K 
!RO 2,ausv 
QONO PI,PIOrF" 
MOVF:M 1 1 PTRCSO 
COt~O PTR1 (2) 
CONO P},PION 
MOVF'.I 5. 
CALL.I 31 
Slq PJ\J OONF"LG 
~RST ,•3 
CAI.LI 0 
~~LLI 12 

XWO 5,THPAOR 
~XP APRTRP 
co~so PTR1@PTRCSO 
~ 

;DISM~SS INS!RUCTION (OP ~oqE 1ee> 

;RTTRP UUO NUMBER 
;~OCK JOB IN-CORE 
;IO RESET 
;tURN ~I SYSTEM OFF 
;!URN ~I SYSfEM ON 
JNO MORE TAPE IN READER ~E !A~E=0 
;DEVICE IS B0SY READING 
;A CHARAgTER-HAS BEEN REAQ 

J~OCA!ION WH~RE DATA IS ~~AQ ~NTO 

;RESET THE PROGRAM 
;Loc~·THE ~OB iN CORE 
JLOCK UUO FAILED 
JMAKE SURE CONSO BITS A~~ ~~R~ 
JlNITIALl~E bONE FLAG 
;GET-~ODRESS-OF R~AL TIME DATA BLOCK 
J PUT RE AL t I ME 0 EV I CE - 0 N -- I Ht(. P I LEVEL 
;RTTRP UUO FAILED -·- - . 
;~tT UP CONSO BIT MASK 
JGET PI NUMBER rROM RTB~K 
;~ET UP CONO-BITS TO STA~! !Ae~ GOING 
JGUARD AGAINST ~NY lNTERRUprs 
1§toRE cbN~O-BIT MASK- --.~-
;TURN PTR ON 
J~LLOW INTERRUPTS AGAIN 
;SET UP Tb S~EEP FOR ~ ~~90N9~ 
JS~EEP 
J~AVE WE FINISHED READl~G T~E TAPE 
; NO GO BACK .. ro. SLEEP . ·-
J RESfT AND U~LOCK THE JOB 
;EXIT- . 

;PI CHANNEL ANO TRAP ADDRESS 
;APR-ERROR TRAP ADDRESS.·-~-
JINOIRECT CONSO BIT MASK = PTHCSO 
;NO B~KiiO INSTRUCTION . -··-
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PTRCSO: 
DONF"L,.G: 
RT8LK1: 

t 
i 
~ 

t. 
90NSO PTR, '~ 
~ 

TRPADR: CONSO PTR,TAPE 
~RST TOONE I 

DATA! PTR1PDATA 
~JEM 

APRTRP: ~ 
TOONEI ~OVEI RT8LK1 

CONO PTR, c1 
QALL.I RTTRP 
~FCL 
SETCM OONF'L.G 
SET~M PTRCSO 
~JEN 

;CONSO BIT MASK 
;PI LEVEL TO OSER ~EVEL COMM. 
J DATA° BL.OCK TO- REMOVE PI~·· 
Jf~OM PI. CHANNEL 

;ENO OF TAPE? 
JYES, GO-STOP ~OB 
;REAQ JN O~T~ WORD 
JOISM~~S THE INTERRUPT 

;APR ERROR TRAP ADDRESS 
;SET UP TO REMOVE PTR 
JjAKE-OE~ICE-OFF" HAR6WARE Pl ~EVEL 
;REMOVE FROM SOF"TWARE Pl-LEVE~ 
; iGNORE: ERRORS - . . . .• 
;MARK TMAT REAO IS OVER 
JCLEAR-CONSO-BIT MASK 
JbISM~~S T~E INTERRUPT 

rAIL.£0: TTCALL 31CASCI~/RTTRP UUO FAILEO:/J 
¢ALLI.12 - ;EXI! 

;ND PTRTST 
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BLKTST: 

RTSLK! 

POtNTR: 
OPOINT: 
TABLE: 
DONFL.G: 
RTBLK1: 

********** EXAMPLE 2 ********** 
F'AST BLOCK MOQE . . . 

!ITLE RTFBLK ~ PAPER !APE READ TES! ~N BLKI MOO~ 

OPO£F UJEN t1B2l 

RTTRP=5? 
~OCK=60 
RESET-=0 
TAP£=4Z0 
BUSY=20 
DONE=1riJ 

CAL.L.I RESET 
CA.LL. I LOCK 
JRST F'AlLEO 
SETlM' OONFL,G 
MOVE! RTBLK 
CAL.LI RTTRP 
JRST F'AlLEO 
HLRi 2,RTBL.K 
!Ro 2,eusv 
CONO PTR,(2) 
MOVE I 5 
9 AL.:L I J1 
SKlPN OONF'l.G 
~RST , ... 3 
~AL~ I 0 

;9AL.LI 12 

XWD 6,TRPAOR 
~XP APRTRP · -
BL.Kl PTR,POINTR l .. 

lOWO 5,TABL,E 
.I o~m 5, T A8L.E 
BLOCK 5 
l 
~ 
i! 
9,0NSO PTR12l 
~ 

JDISM~§S INS!R~CT~ON ~O~ ~OQE ~~0) 

;RTTRP UUO NUMBER 
1~6c~ IM~ ~o~ ~N goRE 
JRESET THE IO DEVICES 
J~O ~6RE TAPt lN REA~ER ~E [A~E=m 
JDEVICE IS BUSY READING 
;A C8ARAQTER-HAS BEEN R;AQ 

;RESET THE PROGRAM 
JLOCK-THE JOB lN CORE 
JLOCK Quo FAiLEO -
;iNITl~LI~~ bONE FLAG 
JGET-AOORESS .. OF REAL-TIME DATA BLOCt< 
J~UT REAL TIME-DE~ICE-ON-r~t-~I LE~EL 
JATTRP·uuo FAILED . --- - . 
J GET. p 1 NUMSER. F'ROM RTBl..K 
J§ET UP CONO-BITS TO §T~~T TAPE GO~N~ 
JTURN-PTR ON .. - -- - --
;SET UP TO SLEEP FOR 5 SECOND~ 
JSLEEP . .. .. . --- ··-
J~AVt WE FINISHED READING T~~ TAPE 
;NO GO BACK TO SLEEP ·-
JRESfT AND U~LOCK-THE JOB 
;EXIT. . ... . 

JPl CHANNEL AND TRAP AOCR£SS 
JAPR-tRROR TRAP ADDRESS ____ _ 
;R£AQ A BLOC~ AT ~ Ti~E 

J~OIN!E~ F'OR BL.KI tNSTRUg!19N 
JORI~~NAL. PO~N!ER WORQ EO~: ~~~J 
JTABLE AREA fOR DATA BEING ~EAO 
;PI LEVEL. re-USER LEVEL.. ·caMM~ - ··· 
10ATA BLOCR T6-REMOVE ~T~··· 
Jf.~oM ~l C~ANN;~ --

/ 
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TRPADR: CONSO PTR,TAPE 
J,RST TOONE 
MOVE: OPOINT 
MOVEM PO PJTR 
~JEN 

APRTRP: ~ 
TOONE' MOVEI RTB~K1 

CONO PTR,0 
~AL.L,l RTTRP 
JF'CI.. 
SETOM OONFL.G 
QJEN 

JENO OF' TAPE? 
JYES, GO-STOP JOB 
JGET ORIGINAL ~OINTER wqR.Q 
J~ESTORE-BL.Ki POINTER WORD 
JQISMI.~S THE°.INTERRUP! 

;APR ERROR TRAP ADDRESS 
J~ET ~p !0 R~MOVE-PTR-
J TAKE DEVICE OFr HARDWARE Pl ~EVEL 
J~EM5VE FROM s5rT~AR~ Pt-LE~E~-. 
1 i. ~NORE ERRO~S . - . . ·- . . 
;M~RK THAT READ IS OVER 
JDISMJ~S tHE-INTE~RUP! 

tAI~EO: TTCALL 31CASCI~/RTTRP UUO FAILEO?/J 
~AL.LI 12 . - JEXI! 

END BL.KTST 
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BLKTST: 

RTBl.K~ 

POJNTR: 
OPOINT: 
TABLE I 
DONF'L.G: 
RT9LK1: 

********** EXAMPLE 3 ********** 
NORMA~ BLOCK MODE. . 

! I TL.. E ·RT NB L K · - PAPER . ! APE R £AD TES T .I. N 8 L K I M 0 0; 

OPOEF UJEN L:LB2 l 

fHTRP=57 
l.OCK=60 · . 
RESET=kl 
TAPE=402! 
t3usv:2'1 
QON£=10· 

~AL.L. I RESET· 
CAL.l..I LOCK 

i JRST F'AILEO 
MOVE:I RTBL.K1 ;: 
~Al.L.I' RTTRP' 
~RST r A·I LEO 
90NO PTR1"-',. 
SET~M OONF"L.G · 
MOVE! RTBLK 
QAL.L.I RTlRP 
JRST F'AILED 
MOVE: POIN!R 
MCVEM OPOINT. 

·HL.Ri! 2,RTBLK 
!RO 2, BUSY. 
CONO'PTR,(2) 
~1ovr.1 5 
CALL.I 31 
SKIPN OONF"L.G· 
JPST · • •3 

. ,¢AL.LI 0 
9Al.LI 12 

xwo 6·, TRPAOR'. 
~XP APRTRP 
90NSO PTR100N£ 
BL.KI PTR,POINIR 

I 

! 1.owo 5,TABL.E 
i i! 
I B~OCK 5 

t 
i! 
i! 
90NSO PTR,0 
i! 

~ ! I 
I 

~ j 

;DISM~~s INS!R~CTION ~o~ 90Q~ ~~0) 

JRTTRP UUO NUMBER 
J LOCK . THE JOB i N CORE 
ii6 ~E§ET . . . - . 
JNO·~b~E-TAPE. IN READER ~E !A~E=0 
JOEV.lCE· IS BUSY READING 

. ;·A CHAR·A9TER-HAS ~EEN R~AQ 

JldRt:SET 
;LOCK-tH£ JOB IN 90R£ 
;LOCK UUO FAILED 
:GET AOORESS .. dF REAL TlME·B~02K 
;~ET USE~ lOT ~RI~ILEaE -
;Quo ~AILED!- -
JCL.£AR ALL PTR rLAGS 

'·JiNITIALI~E DONE FL.AG' ' 
JGET-AOOR~ss-·or REAL ·rIME DATA BLOCK 
J PUT RE AL T I ME --.0 EV I CE - 0 N - r HE .. P I LEVEL 
; RT TR p u u 0 ·r: A IL. E 0 . - ,' -. I ':" 

.JGET RELOCATED 'POINTER WORD FOR LATER 
. 'J $.TO~E fOR I NTERR~PT L(V~~.· y~~· 

', 'J GET PI· NUMBER F'ROM RTBL.K 
·~.~ET ~P ~ONO-BI.T~ TO. STA~! '!Ae~ GOl.N~ 

· JTURN PTR ON . . 
.J§tT~ UP to SLEEP FOR 5 SECOND~ 
J S L. E E P · - . . . . . . - - - . , .-

· J HAVE WE fINISHED READING !~~JAPE 
. J NO GO BAC.K TO. SLEEP ·-

J RESf T AND U~LOCK JOB· 
1txxt: · 
JPl CHANNE~ ANO TRAP AOORESS 
)APR-EiROR TRAP A~DRES$-·---
JWAIT 6N~Y F6R'cio~E rC~G 
J~EA~ A S~oc~ AT A TIME~ 

J PO I ~T;R . rOR BhK I I N~!R~g ! l. QN 

JTABLE AREA FOR DATA BEING READ 
1P1 LEVEL ro-usER CEvEL ·caMi1:- .. 
J .DAT A 8 "- O CK ! O - REM 0 VE . PT~ .. 
Jf.~OM PI C~ANN~L. 



RTTRP - REAL TIME !RAPPING UUO 

TRPAOR: CONSO PTR,TAP£ 
JRST TOONE 
MOVE OPCINT 
MO\IEM POINTR 
UJEM 

APRT···P: i 
TOON~: MOVEI RTBLK1 

CO!'!O PTR, ':1 
CALLI RTTRP 
JF'CL. 
SETOM OONF'L.G 
~JEN 

JENO Of TAPE? 
J~Es,· ~O-STO~ ~OB 
;~ET O~IGl~AC POINTER WORO 
J~!O~E I~ POjNfER ~OCAT~6~ 
JQISM~~S THE INTERRUPT 

;APR ERROR TRAP ADDRESS 
JSET UP TO R£MOVE-PTR- · 
;tAK~-DE~ICE.OtF ~ARQWAR~ P~ h~VEL 
;REMOVE FROM SOrTWARE Pl. ~EVE~ 
JIGNORE tRROR~· - , .... 
;MARK THAT READ IS OVER 
JOISM~$S fHE-l~TE~RUP! 

rAILED: TTCALL 3,(ASCic/RTTRP uuo fAILED!/J 
9A~LI 12 JEXI! 

ENC BLKTST 



RTT~I _.. R~AL, TlME TRAPPING UUO 

I) FORTRAN USAGE or THE ~EAL TIME TRAPP~N~ FEATV~E 

roRT~AN PROGRAMS CAN CQNN~C! REAh TIME O~VlCE§ TO !~~ ~~toRITY 
INTERRUPT .· SYSTEM BY US I NG THE REAL TI ME LI BR ARY ~USROUT INES, 
THESt SUBROUTINES ENABLE~iHt F6RfRAN. PR6GRAMMER Td -~~1Vt. RtAL 
TIME. CODE WITHOUT BEING REQUiRED 'ro .. LEARN ASSEMdLY 'CANGUAGE 
COOING OR HARDWARE CHARACfER1S1IdS~ A .. LIST ·aF . T~E· -~E~L TIM£ 
SUBROUTINES AND THEIR FU~CTI6~S-APPEARS .. BtLOW, AT-~ttE§t~1 TH~St 
SUBROUTINES ARE NOT REENT~AN1 ANO tANNOT BE CALLEO ~~b~ ''two 'PI 
LEVELS SI MUL TANEOUSL Y. .. IF' TH IS IS A. REQUIREMENT, THEN A 
OlfFERENT R00TINE MUST BE CA~LEO-AT EACH L~VEL, . - ·- -

1 1 RTINIT (UNIT, DEV, Pt, TRPAOR, MA~K) 

UNIT - REAL TIME DEVICE UNIT NUMBER 
DEV'• DEVICE CODE roR REAL-TJME'OEVICE 
·Pl • PI LEVEL ON WHICH THE REAL TIME DEVICE IS TO BE RUN 

,RPAOR - ADDRESS IN FORTRAN-PROGRAM ~HERE ~EAL TIME-INt~R~U~TS 
ARE TO TRAP, <LOADED BY "ASSIGN 100 TO TRPACRif> - ·-

MASK• MASK Or!ALL I~TERR0PTI~G tLAGS F'O~ THt. REA~ tt~t 
0 EV t CE • TH I S I S SET UP B Y "RT ST R t" -AND SH 0 UC b BE · t ERO 
WHEN EV E'R THE RE AL. -! IM~ 0 EV ICE - t S JN ACT i. VE , . - . - .. -

RTINIT INITIALiiES ALL Of.THE INTERNAL TAB~E~ 
CONTROL.ING THiS REAL .TIM~ DEVICE. . 

2, CONECT CUNIT, MOOE> 

MOOE • ~1 : WRITE A BLOCK Of DATA THEN INTERRUPT 
0 = INTERRUPT EVE~Y WORD 

•1 : R~AD A BLOCK OF DATA THEN IN!ERR~~T 

CONECT TE~LS THE SYSTEM TO CONNECT THIS REAL TIM£' 
DEVICE TO THE PROPE~-PI ~EV~~ AND-T~ ~ET UP TH~ !RAP 
ADDRESS FOR TRAPPING. 

3, DISCON (UNIT) 

DISCON DISCONNECTS THE R~A~ !IM~ OEyigE fROM T~~ el 
L.EVEL.. 



R!lR? - R;A~ TIME TRAPPING UUO 

4, RTSTR! CUNIT, START, INTM~K) 

START ~ FLAGS NECESSARY TO START I~~ QEVI9E 
"CONO DEV, START" -

INTMSK • MASK OF A~L INTERRUPTING BIJS, T~E§E BIT~ A~~ 
L O A D E: D I N T 0 "M ASK ,-. ~ . --

RT ST RT STARTS THE REAL TIME DEVICE WITH A "CONO OEV, START". 
P TS TR T CAN AL S 0 8 E 0 SE D - T 0 ST b P . THE . . RE AL t I ME 0 t: V .l. ¢ E AND 
~ERO THE CONSO ~ASK- I,E: ~CALL RTSTRTCUNif,0;0>~; THIS I~ 
THE PREFEREO METHOD qr $!0PeiNG T8E-b~vt~E.- ··-

51 BLKRW <UNIT, COUNT, ADR) 

COUNT - NUMBER OF WORDS TO BE READ OR WRITTEN 
~DR - ARRAT INTO WMICH THE DATA-~~ qo~I~~-OEPENO~N~ qN 

THE ~MOOE" SETTING. 

B~KRW SETS UP THE SI~E Of THE BLOCK ANO TH£ STARllNG AODR~S~ 
or THE BL6CK OF OAiA, -ArtER tH~ SPECif IED NU~~t~-Of WORDS 
ARE READ -OR WR?TTEN,-A TRAP-OCC0R$ -TO fHE I~TE~~U~f TRA~ 
ROUTINE, A .NEW COUNt-AND §T~RtING ADfiRESS MQ~!-~~-SET-UP 
EACH TIME THE PRESENT ONE R~NS out .. 

6, RTREAD CUNIT, AOR) 

ADR • ADDRESS Or WHERE TO STORE !~E DATA READ, 

RTREAD READS A SINGLE WORD OF DATA FROM !HE REA~ T~M' 
DEVICE <DATAI OEV1 ADR), 

71 RTWRIT (UNIT, AOR) 

ADR - LOCATION or DATA WORD !O BE SENT !0 TH; REA~ !~M~ QEVICE. 

RTWRIT SENDS A SINGLE WORD TO THE R~A~ TIME 
DEVI~E CDATAO DEV, AQ.R>, -

1, STATO <UNIT, AOR) 

AOR • LOCATION Or THE STATUS BITS TO BE SENT TO TH; ~~AL TIME 
DEV 1 ce: c co No DEV, •ADA~, - ·- - · -

STATO SENDS THE ARGUMENT TO THE STA!US R;~I~TE~ q~ T~E 
OEVICE. 



~!TRP - R~AL TIME TRAPPING UUO 

t, STATI <UNIT, ADR) 

ADR • LOCATION INTO WHIC~ THE O~YICE ~TATYS BIT~ A~~ !Q ~E 
READ, . 

STATI REAOS THE CURRENT QEV~g~ STAT~S BIT~ INTQ ~Q~ 
CCONI DEV~ A6R), - . 

10, RTS~P (TIME) 

· TIME • SLEEP INTERVAL IN S~QONQ~. 

RTSLP IS CALLED FROM THE TIME SHARING LEVEL ANO WlL~ CAUSE 
THC JOB TO SLEEP UNTIL .RTWAKE IS CALLED tROM 'INTERRUPT 
LtVEL. THE BACKGROUND ~ORTION OF-THE-P~OGRAM ~6~S ~ci- SLtE~ 
FOR THE SPECIFIED . NUMBER .. or:· SECONDS '<UP To-60) t _ .. WHEN IT 
WAKES UP IT CHECKS TO ~EE IF RTWAKE HAS ·aEE~ ~t· INTERRUPt 
LEVEL. IF RTWAKt HAS ~tEN-CALLEO THEN RTSLP ~EiU~N~-TO fH~ 
CALLING PROGRAM. IF RTWAkE ~AS NdT- BEE~- C~L~ta--T~E~ tHE 
BACKGROUND joe GOES-BACK TO SLEEP A~A~N. . ·-- -- -

1l.. RTWAKE 

12, L.OCK 

RTWAKE IS CALLED AT INTERRUPT ~EVEL TO WAKE YP !~~· 
BACKGROUND PART OF' T~E f.ORT~AN PROG~AM, 

LOCK LOCKS TME JOB IN CORE, LOCK MUST BE CA~L~O 
BEFORE ANY OTHER RO~!lNE~ CAN:B£ ~X~~QTEQ, 



qrTRP - ~;AL TIME TRAPPING UUO 

********** EXAMPLE 4 ********** 
FORTRAN REAL t~ME PRO~RAM. 

IMPLICIT INTE~ER ~A-~> 

C LOCK THE JOB ~N ~9RE 
CAl.L LOCK 

ASSIGN 2~ TO !RPAQR 
UNIT=1 
PI=5 
OE:V= '' 104 
MASK:0 

C INITIALt~E PTR POR PI LEVEL 5, AND TRAP AQQ~E~~ OF 20 
C•LL RiINIT<V~IT,QEV;PI,TRPAtiR,MA~K) 

MOOE=0 

C · CONNECT THE DEVICE TO PI LEV~L 5 ~N ~IN~~~ MOQ~ 
CAl.L CONECTCUNIT.~00~> 

CON0=''25 
CONS0="10 

C START THE PTR READING 
CAl.L RTSTRTCUNIT1QON01CONSO) 

C SLEEP UNTIL THE PAPE~ TAPE R~NS O~T 
CAL.L RTSLPC5). 
CALL EXIT . 

C REAL TIME TRA~ SE9T?ON 
2~ CALL STATICUNIT,J) 

IF <J·"400,GE.0)~6 TO 21 

C PAPER TAPE IS FINISHED, WAKE UP BACK~ROYNQ ~O~ 
CA~L RTSTRTCUNIT,0,0). 
CAL.L DISCONCUNIT>. . 
CALL RTWAKE . 
CALL OISMIS 

C READ NEXT WORD AND DISM.ISS 
21 CALL RTREAD<U~IT1X) . -

CAL.L DISMIS 

ENO 
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J) MISCEL~ANEOUS INFORMATION 

1, RTTRP PRlVELEGES 

IN ORDER TO EXECUTE AN RTTRP ~U9 TH~ V.~E~ M~~! ·BE A 
PRlVELEGEO ·use:R," '!HE~; PRIVELEGES ARE ASSIGN~O ay THf; 
SYSTEM MANAGER ANO AR~ 6BtAiN~O- ~v -THE -~~~~to~ rROM 
ACCT ,SYS, THE .TWO PRIVE~EGs BJ!S W~IgH ARE RE(j~l.Rp;J ARE: 
PVLOCK p THIS ALLOWS THE JOB TO 8£ LOCKED IN CORE, 
PVRTT p THI~ ALLOWS !HE ~TT~P UUO-TQ ~E ~X£9~T~~: 

2, RTTRP ALGORITHMS 

A> ~TTRP CHAINS EACH SINGLE MODE DEVICE O~TO THE. rRONT OF· THE 
MONITOR CONSO SKI~ .CHAI~ •. -TME~E~O~E T~E--~Ail OEVlC~ 
A~SIGNEO TO A Pl ~EVEL atrs THE F~STE~T ~ES~6NSE; --

. ' . '' - - ·-
8) IN NORMAL BLOCK MODE.THE BLKI OR BLKO IS PVr. Q~ T~~ SKIP 

CHAlN·IN lHE fOLLOWING.MANN~R~ 

CONSO DEV 1.8 ITS 
JRST NXTDEV 
B~l<I OEV1POINTR 
JRST <CONTEXT SWITCHER> 
JEN'@CH~Pl - - -

C> IN THE FAST BLOCK MODE THE BLKI OR BLKO IS ·P~ACEO DIRECTLY 
IN THE Pl TRAP LO~ATiON, ~OLLOWEQ BY A. JS~ T~-T~~-CONT~X! 
SWJTCHER, 

3, CORE REQUIREMENTS 

A) IF FTRTTRP : 0, NO EXTRA 90RE, 

8) IF FTRTT~P : ~1, AND NUMBER OF REAL TIM~ CEVIC'~ • 0 
THEN THE EXTRA CORE·= 6 ~OCATIONS, 

C) Ir FTRTTRP = ·-1, AND NUMBER OF REAL TIME OEVlC~S > 0 THEN 
THE EXTRA CORE <IN DECIMAL WOAOS) IS AS"FOLLdW~! 
500 WORDS· FOR RTTRP. .. .. .. - -
24 WORDS FOR T4BLE SPACE 
20 WORDS FOR EACH REAL tlME DEVICE 
1 WORD FOR EAC~ POSS~BL~ .JOB ON. THE SXST~M 

FOR A 40 JOB SYSTEM WITH 5 ~EAL TIM~ OtVlCES, !~~ AQQtTIONAL 
CORE NEEDED ISS -
500+24+20~5+1•40 = ~~4, WORD~ 
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4, MONITOR BUI~OING CON~IO~RAT~ONS 

A> RTTRP,MAC MUST BE A~~EMB~EO WITH ~.MA~, 

8) MONGEN ASKS• "HOW MANY REAL TIME.OEVICts?n 
THE ANSWER to THIS QUESTION 1~ !HE MA~IMµM D~ClMA~ ~~MBER Of 
REAL TIME ~DEVICtS -WH{QH ARE TO B~ RUN QN I~~ SYSTEM 
SIMU~TANEOUS~Y, 





APPENDIX II 

PDP-10 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

Number of Priority Interrupt Levels - 7 std, expandable to 128 

Number of Memory Ports 

• Memory Bus Bandwidth 

I/O Bus Bandwidth 

• Data Channel Bus Bandwidth 

• All Data Busses are word Parallel 

Response Times 

• Interrupt Driven Code 
(with context switching) 

• High Priority Scheduled Jobs 

• Normally Scheduled Jobs 

- 4 std, expandable 

- 1 MHz word rate (max.} 

- 200KHz word rate (max.} 

- 1 MHz word rate (max.} 

2.3µs lOOµs 

O.Sms 20ms 

- Interactive Time-Sharing Jobs O.Sms 10 sec 
20 sec - Batch Jobs O.Sms 

• Time to save general registers 

2 saved 
16 saved 

4. 9 µs 
37 .1 µs 

• Time to service an interrupt using BLKI/0 instructions 
a. one interrupt on priority level - 6.4µs 
b. multiple interrupts per priority level - 9.2µs+NDEV * 5.Sµs 

where NDEV = the 
number of Real Time 
devices on that PI 
channel 

/ 





APPENDIX III 

Supplementary Documentation List 

Memos 

Guide For 5 Series Monitor 
Design Specification - PDP-1~ Software 

Level D and Level E 
Multi-Program Batch Functional Spec 

· Program Logic Manual 

Handbooks 

PDP-1~ Timesharing Handbook 
·PDP-1~ Reference Handbook 

Manuals 

PDP-1~ System Site Preparation Guide 
System Manager's Guide 
Science Library and Fortran Utility 

Subprogram 

-100-221-024-02 
-100-22.1-016-02 

-100-490-012-02 

DEC-10-HAAB-D 
DEC-10-NWZA-D(L) 
DEC-10-SFLE-D 





APPENDIX IV 

PDP-1~ Real-Time Monitors and System Programs 

Real-Time Monitors 

Multiprogramming - no disk 
Multiprogramming - disk system 
Multiprogramming and swapping 

System Programs 

Fortran, re-entrant 

Macro l~, re-entrant 

Basic, re-entrant 

Teco, re-entrant 

Editor, re-entrant 

PIP, re-entrant 

Batch, non-reentrant 

DDT, non-reentrant 

Designation 

10/40N 
10/40D 
10/SO 

Shareable 

SK 

SK 

2K 

lK 

3K 

OK 

OK 

Typical Size 

9K 
14K 

20K-8 jobs 
26K-32 jobs 

Non-Sharable 

lK 

lK 

3K 

lK 

lK 

lK 

4K 

2K 










